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A-I.UWSAm THE MEN 
If Dieppe was d’reconndissdnce in fac.e; 

\ - it wds also. d revel&on in courdg& 
Forgoltem Heroes: The Canadians at Dieppe, by John 

Mellor, Methuen, 161 pages, $10.95 cloth. 

By HUGH GARNER 

THE CANADIAN mm suffered two great snafus in tbe Set- 
ond World War Dieppe and I-long Kong. In the dafence of 
Hong Kong. the Winnipeg Grenadiers, Royal Rifles of 
Canada, and various Canadian ancillary units were wiped 
out or taken prisoner, along with other British troops, by an 
overwhelming invasion by the Japanese Imperial Army. At 
Dieppe, units of the Second Canadian Division were not 
only defeated but also sailed bravely into a fondoomed 
nine-hour slaughter that has scarcely been paralleled in the 
annals of modem war. 

Snafu was a serviceman’s acronym that used to mean, 
“Situation normal all focked up.” Some nicanelly YMCA 
speaker, whom I suspect was the same guy who changed the 
title and key word of the best British S.ccond World War 
service song into “Bless Em @I,” changed the acronym to 
mean “Situation normal: all fouled up,” tbemby diluting 
not only its masculine lyrics but its authenticity. Tlte Eng- 
lish language is constantly being exuded and watered down 
by frightened little sissies. 

On the night of Aug. 18, 1942, a fleet of 273 naval ves- 
sels. auxiliary landing ships and other craft set sail from 
Southampton. Portsmouth, Newhaven. Shoreham, and 
Yarmouth for the 65 to 80-mile kip acmsd tbe English 
Channel to the French port of Dieppe; what the War Office 
and Admiralty call@ “a reconnaissance in’ force" against 
the German-occupid coast of Western Eumpe. 

Contrary to what the Germans believed to be an at- 
tempted opening of the second 6unt, and contrary. also to 
the wishes of Jos&ph Stalin and the U.S. State Department. 
who for different reasons had allowed the British to fight on 
alone for a year after France, Belgium, Holland, Denmark, 
and Norway had been defeated - Dieppe is now gefiemlly 
believed to have been a divisional thrust against a fortified 
coaslal town, to test such sn amphibious operation for its 
flaws rather than in expectation of a gnat success. As a 

At Dieppe, units of the Second Canadian Divi- 
sion were not only d+ated but a&o sailed 
bravely into a foredoomed nine-hour slaughter 
that has scarcely been paralleled in the annals of 
nuniern war. 

mattes of fact, 6te strategic plans called for a withdrawal of 
all troops during the afternoon of Aug. 19. 

Out of its slaughterhouse failure evolved the decision that 
coastal defences must be softened up by pre-invasion satura- 
tion bombing, that there should be sea bonibardmem and 

aerial cover dating the amphibious landings, plus the land- 
ing behind the enemy of airborne troops, amd tbe brilliant 
conception of Capt. Hughes-Hallet, RN, that the invading 
army must.take its own hatbon with it, the famous “Mul- 
berry” pat to use in June, 1944, when the real second front 
was opened up on the beaches of Normandy. 

The code name for the Diippe invasion was “Llee,” a 
lineal descendeqt of a former well-rehearsed attack coded 
“Operation Rutter.” which bad been postponed and finally 
abandoned. “Rutter” had called for @almops to destroy 
the G&man heavy coastal batteries, a battleship or at least a 
cruiser to lend firepower to the attacking troops, and pm- 
invasion and conjunctive aerial bombardment. One by one 
these prerequisites to sttcccss ,were scmbbed. Sea-borne 
Commando units were substituted for airborne troops; Air 
Marshal “Bomber” Harris refused the use of 300 bombers 
to soften up the defences. calling the plan “a useless 
side&w”; Sir Dudley Pound. the Admiral of the Fleet, 

. 

Most infanttymen go through years of war with- 
out having to face up to the sheer extravagancti 
of. the incoming min of shells, mortar bombs, 
aerial strajing, machine-&m and rcfre jire, and 
even potato-masher grenades dropped on them 
from the cliff tops, that the Dieppe attackers had 
to face. 

was appalled at the idea of_putting a battleship. in daylight, 
off the French coast; and General Bem.8rd Montgomery, 
then commander of the srmy in southeast England. had 
made his own unenthusiastic changes in tbe original plans. 

What remained was the suicidal idea of landing Corn-’ 
mando! on both flanks of Dllppa to scale the high chalk 
cliffs and attack the coastal batteries and other targets, while 
infantry battalions supported by tanks attacked at two points 
on the outerperimeter of the Dieppe defences and went in 
by crude prototype landing craft head-on against what had 
become a fortified town. Sea-borne 8re power whs left m 
the four-inch guns of eight small Hunt class destroyers, one 
of them a Free Polish ship. 

Mao.y other things went wrong: pre-opemti?n intelliince 
had been faulty in not ascertaining that the new Churchill 
tanks could cross two key bridges - and if they couldn’t, 
could easily have forded the rivers; that the narrow galleys 
leading from the narrow beaches to the top of the hiih cliffs 
had been filled with tangles of barbed wire; and that deadly 
enfilading fire from gun positions on and,in the cliffs madek 
landing on the town’s scafmnt beach completely untenable. 
Aaotber calamitous error, but this time attributable to the 
dicey fortunes of war, was the engagement of part of the 
operation’s convoy with a German convoy proceeding to 
Dieppe from Boulogne, both convoys having identical es- 
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timated times of arrival. The gunfire and star shells from 
this encounter alerted the Dieppe defenders, and by sheer 
good luck one of the German gene& had kept his forces ori 
“Red Alert” one more day after it was supposed 10 be 
withdrawn. This was no foul-up; it was a classic fuck-up. 

Dieppe was defended by the German 302nd Infantry Di- 
vision, plus coastal artillerymen and supporting troops. The 
comman&ng officer of the 302nd Division was Major Gen- 
eral Conrad Haase, who later described the aborted attack 
on Dieppe as analogous to the Charge of the Liiht Brigade. 

If John Mellot. the author of thii excellent book, listed 
the number of German casualties in the battle, I failed to 
find the reference, though he meticulously iisted.the deaths 
of 48 civilians and the wounding of 102 in the raid. Out of 
tbe 4,963 mea who set sail from England the night before, 
3,367 of them were killed, wounded, 61 captured -surely 
one of the highest per-capita casualty IisIs for a single battle 
in modem watfare. Most infantrymen go through years of 
war without having to face up to the sheer extravagance of 
tbe incoming tin of shells, mortar bombs, aerial strafing, 
machinegun and rifle fire, and even potato-lnasber gra 
nades dropped on them from the cli! tops, that the .Dieppe 
attackers had to face. Despite this the sheer guts and bravery 
of the attackers was phenomenal, and three Victoria Cmsses 
wee awarded. two of them to Canadians. 

Who were the men who fought at Dieppe? 
Ordinary Canadians in the main, plus the British and 

Poles of the Royal Navy snd Air Force, and the British 
members of No. 3 and No. 4 Commandos, who took along 
50 U.S. Rangers tq get their baptism of tire. The tint 
American killed in the Eumpezq thcatre of war was killed at 

Many of us have already forgotten the names of 
the Canadian oficers and men . . . who died with 
their b&dies and comMdes on the narrow’ 
beaches of an insignijicant fervport on the 
Channel coast of Franc& on Aug. 19,1942. 

Dieppe, as also was the first German killed by an American. 
The overwhelming number of dead, wounded, and prison- 
ers however mpresented most of Canada, both English- and 

ing famamdus Canidian mercantile Estabfish&at names such 
as Labatt and Catto. Lord Louis Mountbatten was tbe 
strategic cordmander-in-chief who had fought hard with his 
conf*res of the War Council in vain for more tactical sup 
port for the mid, and Lord Lovatt went ashore wirh his men 
of No. 4 Commando carrying a sporting rifle under his arm.. 

Tbe regiments and units who landed on the beaches, 
along with the British Commandos. were The Royal Regi- 
ment of Canada (Toronto), the Royal Hamilton Light Infan- 
try, tbe Essex Scottish (Windsor, Oat.), Regiment F&en 
de Mont Royal (Montreal), a group from The Black Watch 
of Canada (Montreal), The Cameron Highlanders of Canada 
(Winnipegj, The South Saskatchewan Regiment, Calgary 
Tank Regiment, ‘sqme tanks from the 1st Am-y Tank 
Brigade, The Toronto Scottish (machine gun) Regiment. 
and the lltb Field Ambulancp and 4th Field Regiment. 
RCA, from Guelph, Oat. All the units fought bravely and 
dl. with the farthest penetrations, apart from the Com- 
mandos, being made by the South Saskatchewans and the 
Fusiliers de Mont Royal. Southwestern Ontario took the 

. 
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brunt of the casualties, the deathline zig-zag@ng like a 
crazy forerunner of the more direct Ontario HIghway 401 
from Toronto to Hamilton to Goelph and on to Windsor. 

The brave but disashuus charge of the Light Brigade at 
Balaclava in the Crimean War has long been celebrated in 
Lord Tennyson’s poem. The foolish and inept generals 16 
spoosible, Lords Raglan and Cardigan, mmain today only 
as the lower-case names given to an inserted boat sleeve and 
a sweater coat. There were too many people and too many 
upper-echelon errors m blame any single one of them for the 
debacle at Dieppe. The Cbtrge of the Light Brigade is re 
membered as a military event, but history ti forgotten the 
names of the 600 hussar, lancer, and Iight-dragoon troopers 
who went “onward into the valley of death.” Many&us 

have already forgotten the names of the Canadian offices 
and men, tbe I7-year-olds who had lie! abput their age and 
the men old enough to be their fathers who had fought in the 
Fbst World War, who died with their bcrddies and comrades 
on the narrow beaches of an insignificant ferryboat port on 
the Channel coast of France on Aug. 19, 1942. 

John Mellor, the author of Forgorren Heroes. hasn’t fbr- 
gotten,.and has brought the Dieppe disaster to life in this 
literary historical tour de force, to me the definitive work on 
a defeat Canadians should &lebrate nthar than forget. 
Pernaps your own father, older brother, or Uncle George 
wasa? killed or wounded at Dieppe, but you knew the 
men who were, for if you are a Canadian you are one of 
them. 0 

From the CBC, two films that show the shadows’ 
of Green Gibles and the sorrow of Klee Wyck 

’ By CATHERINE L. ORR 

nvo OUT~TANDINO drama-documentaries, poiasying the 
lives of Lucy Maud Montgomery and Emily Carr, were 
released this autumn by CBGTV’s Arts and Science De- 
partment. Based on !be personal diaries of two famous 
women, these film biographies-brought substance to the 
new fall line-up of the national network, giving some credi- 
bility to the CBC mandate m reveal Canada to Canadians. 
They offered a diffennt perspective on how we see our- 
selves, bringing m television the dark and private underside 
of the past that shadows even the most well-ordered and con- 
ventional society. Lucy Maud Montgomery and Emily Carr 
were contemooties at the beainnine of the centurv. two 

aspiring gsts living in isolation on opposite sides of a vasf 
country, each ttruggling m find herself in a rigid world @at 
had long since defined the proper sphere of women by the 
n-w limits of bed and kitchen. Theirs was 5 long and 
lonely journey m personal freedom and artistic expression, 
an endless struggle m stake a claim on an unknown territory 
few women had entered before. They w&e not equally suc- 
cessful. By exploring the turbulent. and often uagic,.inter- 
nal lives of two courageous women, theSe excelleni films 
gave us a glimpse of anotherhistory. a portrait of our neg- 
lected selves.. 

Growing out, of unpublished diaries (more than two mill- 
ion words in IO volumes), Lucy Maud Mon~gotnery: The. 
Rood ro Green Gables, a 90-minute film, photographed; 
directed, and produced by Terence Macarmey-Filgate, re- 
vealed the complex. anguished woman behind the idealized 
world of the immortal Anne books. Never wholly free. 
Lucy Maud ‘was a prisoner as much of herself as of tbe 
narrow island society in which she lived. Tension lay at the 
heart of her being; it was in her blood, the hot Montgomery 
passion held firmly in check by $e coId MacNeil coo- 
science. She sought solace in Nature, in the soft, pastoral 
beauty of her island home, and in her diaries. that internal 
world where she could soar above the small, cramped coo- 
ditions of hex external existence. Uncompromising in her 
sense of duty, first to her grandparents and later to her 
husband and children, she never pushed further, preferring 
to tom her back on life rather than m defy tbe limits of hey 
self-proscribed world. So, mo, in her diaries. Lucy Maa& 
wrote with a full dramatic style that captured the feeling of 
her tom sensibility, evoking all the passionate longing and 
the grim. frustration, but ultimately failing to analyse the 
implicatiorJs of her trapped condition. Somehow, she 
needed this prison; it fed her and she clung m that known 
reelicy, filling her Anne books with all the mystery. magic, 
and wonder she coidd never allow in her own life. 

A similar tension pervaded dte film. A lyrical, evocative 
portrait, beautifully photographed and conceived, it only 
hinted at the dark undercurrents threatening the soft, rontan- 
tic surface. Macartnev-Fileate took Locv Maud Monteom- 
cry at hkr word, and he e&ions evideni in the womanand 
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in her diaries were built into tbc film. There was a poignant, 
elegiac. but essentially static quality to the biography that 
lacked real drama. Instead, a “mirror” image was set up to 
get inside Lucy Maud’s head, the film being punctuated 
whh the mirror reflections of Lucy Maud stating into her 
own soulful eyes, an image that was both singularly appm- 
priate and ultimately unsatisfying. True, L. M. Montgomery 
led an undramatic life. The existence of others was secon- 
dary to her own, the effect of the moment on herself being 
more important in any given exchange. She would reflect 
on such experiences but the reflection would only go so far, 
often reshaped in passing years to a form vastly different 
from the original. She looked in the tier but saw only 
what she wanted to see. Tbe rest went unspoken, remaining 
stubbornly eloquent between Ihe lines. 0111: must accept 
Lucy Maud’s limitations but how can one justify the lack of 
irony. of any real cutting edge in the filmitself. particularly 
in this age of Women’s Lib and rampant self-analysis? It 
seems here more a question of reticence than of style. Lucy 
Maud Montgomery’s diaries are still unpublished, the pmp- 
erty of her only living son, Dr. Stiwt Macdonald of To- 
mnto. Changing one’s awareness of an individual, as of a 

. piece of history. is a slow, often disturbing process. By 
giving access for the first time to his mother’s private world 
to Macartney-Filgate, Dr. Macdonald knew that the pub- 
lic’s understanding of the author of Anne of Green Gables 
would never be the same again. The film biography was 
only the beginning, an attenipt at a possible portrait of a 
fascinating woman that will only be unveiled when all the 
truth is known. It is to be hoped that sufficient funds will be 
found soon to publish the diaries and to reintroduce Lucy 
Maud Montgomery properly into the Canadian conscious- 
ness. 

Emily Carr needs no such introduction. Recognized 
today as one of Canada’s greatest painters, she came 
magnificently to life in the CBC film portrait, Emily Cow. 
written, directed, and pmduced,by Nancy Ryley. A brilliant 
production, divided into two parts - “Growing Up” and 
“Little Old Lady on the Edge of Nowhere” - it was a 
fitting tribute to the emotional and intellectual stature of this 
amazing wornin. 

Emily Carr wrote her journals late in life. trying to articu- 
late the years of struggle and deprivation that led to he-r 
emergence as an artist. Published in her lifetime, the writ- 
ings ironically brought her the Fame that had so cruelly 
eluded her efforts as a painter. Fmm very early on, Emily 
was acutely aware of the need to Free herself from the 
heavy. contmlling hand of her family and of the gentkel 
society of 19th~century Victi,a, a world as narrow and 
complacent as Lucy Maud’s Cavendish. However,.wbile 
L. M. Montgomery was able to keep her private desires well 
,b&teath the surface of her conventional life, Emily’s inner 
drives were never supressed. They came to inform and to 
dictate everything she did, from her unprecedented es- 
capades to remote Indian villages along the rugged West 
Coast to her irrepressibly eccentric mode of dress and the 
menagerie she called her home. She was uncompromising 
and Fearless in her determination never to let the “an” part 
of her die, that expression of an inner vision of the world 
that she felt was the true road to self discovery. Unlike Lucy 
Maud. Emily was focused outwards, Forever filled with the 
wonder of the world amund her. She sought to find and to 
express that mysterious God quality in $er majestic land, 
which Found its correspondence in her own soul. She pene 
trated deep, seeking the light, shiving for something 
“beyond and beyond and beyond into eternity.” And in the 
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process she came full circle, returning through all the loneli- 
ness and despair to tbat i&al world of Small, wherein l,iFe 
was “one great lyrical hymn,” that she had kvown as a 
child. A triumph of the will and of the imagination, hex 
snuggle to find herself as a woman and as a painter attested 
to the incredible lifeforce that sustained her until the end. 
Emily Carr lived as she longed to live, “pouring until the 
pail was bmpty.” 

Nancy Rylcy’s film biography matched the spirit of 
Emily Car. Like the Indians who carved the totem poles, 
Ms. Ryley put strong thought into her film, capturing in the 
wild beauty of British Columbia some sense of the elemen- 
tal. awsinspiring world Emily loved and painted. There 
was so much of the woman to deal witi, she kept bursting 
Forth in the spontaneously open reflections of her own writ- 
ings and in the bemused but considered comments of those 
who knew her well. Every dramatic stage oFEmily’s growth 
was well-documented in a clear. intellectual analysis of her 
progress, and the whole was interwoven with a rich, visual 
appreciation of her paintings. Emily Carr was a magnificent 
portrait of a unique woman who had the courage to explore 
the dark comers of herself even a+ she plumbed the Forgot- 
ten interior of her land, leaving for Future gengations a 
monumental record of the spiritual wellsprings of an artist, 
and of a people. 

These two superb drama-documentaries confirm the po- 
tential of television to translate our historical and cultural 
heritage into, intelligent and provocative productions. Tbe 
diary-writings of Lucy Maud Montgomery and Emily Cart . 
depict a past that few of us remember. They were not alone. 
Records have come down horn the earliest days of Canada’s 
settlement, telling tales of the small people, the out-of-the- 
way people, whose lives became the flesh and bone of this 
country. Having claimed this rich, unturned soil, the CBC 
has a duty to articulate our Forgotten past. Not in the recent 
style of the TV Drama Departvnt with its slick, thmw- 
away policy! but in the time-honoured tradition oFtheCBC, 
telling tales simply, honestly, meaningfully. These two film . 
biographies have brought a welcome assurance that such 
productions are still possible. The old art is not dead. 0 
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and His Lost World 

The Tar Bads; Synctude and the 
Politia of Oil 

economic and pnUtLxl future of tbir and 
other energy development schemer. 53.95 
paper. 58.9s doul. 

Colombo’s Little Book of Canadians . 
Proverbs, Gramti Limericks and 

Other Vita! Matters 

The Best of Bob Edwards Peoole fmm Our Side 

Edmonton: A History 

The White Man’s Laws 

out in colour presents a me native inter- 
pnt+ion of&e whltc man’s @aI system 
4 11s appliithn to the Uvea of Indian and 
h4etiwil1zaw. as well = a clur discurrlcm 
of civil dghtr md Ie 

q 
pmcedwe. 136 pages. 

6S Ulustnliom. $3. 5 paper, SS.95 cbxh. 

Herstory 1976 

Selections from 
Pichnsque Canada 

A new edition of a ninety-yewld clardo! 
Fixst published in 1882, thk collectIon of 
briUiantlineengdvingcdphl~scmcs 
horn coast to mast md Includes the works 
of some 6Ry artists. A beautiful wcuti 
Ior tlw modem collector of Cm&ma 
md a superb @l-t. 80 poba; 517.95 
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Morton Shulman’i ‘lib~dthm’ makes this 

doctrinaire capitalist iexh for his FlintLocke 

By RICI-LkD LUBBOCK 

IT WAS, I THINK. the French politician Raymond Poincak 
who pointed out rhe truth that “anyone who is not a 
socialist at age 20 has no heart; and anyone who is still a 
socialist at tbe age of 40 has no brains.” 

Tbe beauty and power of Poincard’s Law am demon- 
skated in reverse by Dr. Morton Shulman’s latest book, 
Comnar (Fitzhemy & WIitcside, 154 pages, $8.95 cloth). 

For in this we leam how Toronto’s former chief comner, 
former Ontario MPP for High Park, and general-purpose 
busybody, complied with the fist hBf ofPoinca&‘s Law in 
his youth by becoming a’stockmarket millionaire-thereby 
disposing of his heart. Later on he tells us how ,in hi FaNr- 
ity he became a socialist. So much for his brains. 

Actually. although k gives aid and comfort to the Reds, 

Perhaps the worst offence in Coroner is that the 
doctor, by creating sly confusions, gives-some 
good deeds a bad nume. 

I think Shulman is more easily identified with’their equally 
repulsive auxiliaries, whom I-call the “Yellows,” or “Cas- 
tard” party, a slippery group wirh an ideology that can best 
be described as “libwalithm.” But more of them later. 

In contrast to these deplorable beings, there are a growing 
number of souls - some, like me, awakened ex-socialists 
- who have come to understand that the only acceptable 
form of human society is the “minimal” or “Night 
Watchman” state. It is our view that&e State is justifiable 
only when restricted to the narrowest possible functions; 
namely, the protection of Ihe individual against force, thei?, 
and fraud, and Ihe enforcement of contracts. 

These activities &fine briefly the maximum p 
regulatory apparatus of any society of free 

pie 
men. That IS a 

society whose prime rule is the one laid down by the Eng- 
lish philosopher John Locke: anyone can dispose exactly as 
be pleases wilh his own property and peon, provided he 
does not impsir the rights of others. In other words. a soci- 
ety that protects “the right of consenting adults to perfop 
acts of_ capitalism together in private,” and does not one 
whit more. 

Naturally I am appalled by tbe policies advocated by 
Shulman (and his back-up group, “The. Raving Corn: 
mdes”). To extend the State’s activities by the slight&t 
degree would obviously violate the basic human right, and 
rherefon will inevitably usher in another long dark night of 
gas chambers and crematotia. 

What’s more, the Shulman strategy viola@ the rule of- 
fered by Harvard social philosopher Robert Nozick, who 
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correctly argues that “the State may not use its coercive 
apparatus for the purpose of getting some citizens to help 
others, or in order to prohibit activities to people for their 
own good or protection.” 

But perhaps the worst offence’ in Cordner is that the 
doctor, by creating sly confusions. gives some good deeds a 
bad name. Let’s look at an example or two from his morgue ? 
of warmed-pp dead headlines. 

Shortly after Shulman took over as chief cow d&e 
was a drowning from a small boat in Tomato Bay. Them 
were no life jackets aboard. “I was shocked,” says Shul- 
man; “to read in the press that very same day that the 
federal Department of Transport was about to change its 
regulations to remove the reqaimment that small boats carry 
life jackets.” 

So at once we are embarked on the dangcmus slopes of 
the nursemaid, zero-risk. regulatory, interfering, collec- 
tivist State: 

Quite right, and indeed it is judicial offices such as the 
comner’s that will survive almost unchanged in Ihe Night 
Watchman State. The coroner’s duty will be to inform citi- 
zens of various dangers so that they are in a position to take 
action or not (IS theyjkfv choose. However. there is never 
any call for coercive regulation. 

It is I&d to dispute the correctness’ of Sholman’s line 
SO fsz,‘but now having “gbt the nod” (as we used to call it 
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in the advertising business) from the reader. he proceeds 
to exploit the nod. twisting it into a weasel-like argument 
for dangerous government. interferewe. And he actually 
triumphs: 

And so yet another regulation survives, and yet another 
fetter on humau.freedom. silken and trivial though it may 
seem. deprives people of their right to dispose of their pmp 
erty and persons exactly a3 they see: fit. 

What irritates me about this sorry tale is that Shulman 
clearly perceives, and almost explains, exactly what the 
correct policy should be on the very next pkge, in his ac- 
count of investigations into the construction industry: 

ll~lhe summer OF 1963 produced its urvsl quota of o&sing exava- 
limu but this time every death WSI pmbcd to find out who WGX 
responsible.. . The cmm!ms’ juriu wxmmmded lbal oon!racmrr 
be forced 10 hire full-lime inrpetors. that they be forced 10 post 
safety bon&. that Ihe pt+me cmumctor be rqubtd m ac$epl full 
rrrponribility For ufely in hi pmjcctr. and msl imporwnt, that 
criminrl charges be laid w,y failure u) follow safely regulations bad 

. hpmven. 

Excellent. But none of this requires a single now regulation, 
for it is already seen that it is the duty of the State, and its 
onlv dutv. to take on the monooolv of violence. With a 

by so-&d “civil rights” rules&hich actually hamper the 
police. delight the lawyers, defer to the rich. z&d deny 

We learn here about cancer quacks, abortions, and for- 
ceps let? in an operation wound. We get the cornnet’s report 

justice to the poor). the free citizen will be able to assert his on how he tweaked the tail feathers of Ihe American J%gle 

natural rights against violence and negligence through the 
Common Law and the Common Criminal Code. 

The coroner’s duty, then. is merely to publish his 
findings and recommend that the courts and police should 
act, if oecessary. He isabliged not to advise the legislatme. 
since the legislature should be under a similar obligation m 
make no laws, except those that clarify and disentangle the 
growing body of judicial opinion. 

Everywhere in Coroner Shulman links the proper inves- 
tigawny role of the coroner’s office with the thoroughly 
poisonous tendency to legislate against personal freedom. 
Thus we are led imperceptibly into the slavery of "Friendly 
Fascism,” and-the world of Big Brother. 

Shulmsn hammers out his misleading policies and his 
anecdotes, not the least gruesome of which are political 

Everywhere, . . Shulman links Uze proper iaves- 
tigatory role of the coroner’s office with the 
thoroughly poisonous tendency to’ IegisIate’ 
against personal freedom. 

rather than thaoatogmphic, in a competent prose that 
radiates much of the urgent clangour of au iron cartwheel 
rattling a fast homeward drive over wet,,bmken cobble- 
stones. 

cANAD!S ’ Zita Barbara May 

INTERNbJD Over 150 photographs and magnificent sketches 
by Bill Kettlewell, Canada’s outstanding painter 

w.HII?BBhNS 

of horses, illurtrata this superb history of our 
country’s achievements in international aquas. 

. trian competition. 
Fmm the early days in the 1880%. to the coveted gold medals won at the 1888 Mexico 
Olympics - and looking ahead to Montreal in 1878 - this is a fascinating story and invaluable 
reference book. 
A beautifully designed and produced volume to be treasured by Canadians of all ages - whether 
they ara horse lovers or notl;. 
cloth - $1495 paper- $a95 n 

ET OUR Young people today are hot the exalted, chosan few that the sstab 

CHILDW~N GO 

lishmeot sqggests. They are in fact exploited, repressed and alienated 
by the media, industry and society in general! This disturbing book 
dircuues.the weighty problkmr which face youth in Canada and else- 

Daniel J. Baum paw.9 - $495 where andoffers some possible solutions: 

NORTH 
AL Gras 

When northern Saskatchewan war still an uncharted and untamed 
wilderness, two hardy Canadians began a career of trapping fur-bearing 
animals in the lonely country north of Cree Lake. This is the 
absorbing story of how they learned to live off the land and to cope 
with the constant dangers of wilderness travel in the depth of winter; 
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after the 1966 CNE air crash. And we have also rhe occa- 
sional misc&ny, such as his tale of his trip to Mongolia. 
But finally we come mend a&n to his abominable 
socialism.w 

- 

Shuhnan’s true con&wncy, as I have said, is not so 
much with the Reds as ith the Custard Party, the silk-shirt 
oseuds who believe that ‘a oerfecdv safe. zero-risk world 
can be created by cowering behi& a w&l of regulations 
against ozone, DDT, hairspray, and everything useful 
created by the free, individual capitalist. 

It is easy to perceive that lhi way we sink down into the 
pit, until liberty dies. and Canada becomes an “east- 

be&z.” If you doubt this, m-read Ayn Rand’s chill history 
of the future (her 1984?), Arlos Shrugged, in which she 
predicts the trajectov of a society dominated by the Custard 
Party of “libwal/thm.” Yellow so easily tams to Red. 

If you are still under 40 and still suffering from delusions 
of leftiim, -ember all is not lost. As Pointi assums us, 
you need only rejoin the cause of capitalist freedom, and 
your brains will be refunded. 

But will Dr. Sholman’s brains ever be refunded? I 
hear that his next foray will be into television public aff+rs. 
If past form is any guide, his deeds will be of far less beqefit 
to any human being than k would have the gulli\le believe. ’ 

0 

We subsidize food, oil, and ,health.&n’t & 
devise d program to keep the small presses goi?g? 

By PAUL STUEWR . 

J. wx.4~~ v.4-r~~ is an angry man. The founder of Son0 
Nis Pmss is just aboui ready to pack it in after seven years of 
high-quality publishing, the victim of confused government 
and book-indushy policies that have failed to help the 
smaller presses outmn spimlling costs and inadequate dis- 
tribution systems. I spent an afternoon with Yates recently 
discussing some of the reasons why Sono Nis is in trouble. 

The Centennial fervour of 1967 gave birth to Sono Nis, 
Anansi, Oberon, and several other distinguished small 
presses, as a rare conjunction of motive and opportunity 
inspired dreams of a renaissance in Canadian publishing. 
The Canada Council and a variety of provincial and local 
sources dispensed funds freely and genemusly. and good 
writers came out of the woodwork to take advantage of the 
new freedom of prim. The money was easy, the living was 
high, and book-review editors staggemd horn@ wilh the 
day’s new releases muttering, “It will end, it musf end!” 

And it did end. The cash flow dwindled to a wickie of 
meagre and unpredictably available grants from the Canada 
Council and a few provincial arts bodies, while poorly pub- 
licized and promoted books returned from wholesalers to 
haunt the back moms of the young presses. It soon bechme 
obvious that the systemic weaknesses of an underdeveloped 
publishing industry were at the mot of these difficulties, and 
so a vsriety’of schemes proliferated fo attack them. 

As the intended beneficiaries of these programs, pub- 
lishers such as J. Michael Yaws discovered that their 
cmadve energies were being increasingly usurped by tbe 
demands of a welLmeaning, but thoroughly confusqd, 
establishment. Small epics of mrrespondenee were written as 
policies changed and bureaucrats I;hufned; books submitted 
to the Canada Council for approval mqu/red seemingly end- 
less documentation regarding Ihe writers’ backgrounds, in 
sardoflic contrast to the economic-development monies 
being handed out to’anyone who could afford a post-office 
box in Switzerland. “The whole process was essentially a 
degrading one.” Yates comments, “and over time tend&l 
to quantify art rather than improve its qualiry.” 
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The Canada Council’s recent shift to “bloc grants” is 
intended to mp1ac.e the clumsy “project grants” system. 
which appmved books in a piecemeal. individual fashion 
that made any sort of long-m planning extremely 
difficult. But Yates is not encouraged by the results to date: 
“By linking Ihe amount of the award to the number of titles 
published in the previous year, the bloc-grant system enables 
the larger presses to get a greater volume discount from 
their printen, and in effect subsidizes economies of scale 
that will never apply to Sono Nis.” Although some of Ihe 
smaller presses am turning to less e.xpen+e foreign printers 
in an effort m cut costs, Yates believes that this can only 
hurt rhe Canadian publishing industry as a whole. Thus 
Sono Nis books are all printed in Canada, even though thii 
means lhar they will cost mom and sell fewer copies than 
comparable books printed abroad. 

The uncertainties of surviving on government handouts 
led Yates and Sono Nii lo join rhe Independent Publishers’ 
Association in hopes of increasing their access,m the Cana- 

Books submitted to the Canada Council for 
approval required seemingly end&S documen- 
tation regarding the writers’ backgrounds, in 
sardonic conbast to the economic-development 
mo.nies hunded out to anyone who could afford a 
post-ofiCe box in Switzerland. 

dian market, but this experience has been even mom disap 
pointing than their tussles with the Canada Council. Yates is 
explicit: 

“In the five years that we belonged m the lPA, I can’t 
recall one thing that it did for us - although. come m think 
of it, they did manage m lake a whole box of Susan 
Musgmve’s Songs. of the Sea-Witch. 

“Diwing all this time they were supposed to be publiciz- 
ing our books wound the country; but on our order slips, 
where we ask people m indicate how they heard of our 



books, no one has cyer mentioned the IPA - whereas they 
often mention Books in Canada and Quill & Q&e. 

“Essentially, the IpAhas turnedinto a monster, N” by a 
bunch of Toronto fops who have nothing better to do than 
memo the membership to death.” 

Eve” these very real difficulties pale, however, before the 
problems posed by Yates’s national and aesthexic origins. 
Before taking out Canadian citizenship, he was (put the 
children to bed) an American! Even worse (put your hands 
over yoor eyes)‘he writes and publishes work tainted with 
that dread European disease, surrealism! Now these is. in 
this fitfully enlightened land of ours, a residue of yahoos 
who maintain that “Once an American, aiwoys en An&- 
CM”; sod them is also a tiny band of provincials who as- 
sociate surrealism with verbal diarrhea and monkeys ‘at 
typewrites and various other silly things that have nothing 
to do with surrealism as a way of doing art. Unfortunately, 
many of these same people have some connection with 
Canadian litemNre, which means that they have had some- 
thing to do with Sono Nis. 

Most often, they have ignored it, as in Margaret 
ihvaod’s Survival and Warren Tallman’s recent “Wonder 
Merchants: Modernist Pocky in Vancouver During the t 
1960s” in Boundary 2. When they have deigried to notice 
it, they have applied the tag Of “West Coast surrealism” 
and assumed that their critical obligations have bee” met. 
Yates has little respect for the latter breed: “Since these a 
usually people who know nothing about the Europea” 
origins of surrealism, it’s rather difficult to have faith in 
their comments about its manifestation on the West Coast.” 

It would in any case be si+chi”g a point to describe 
Sono Nii as a “sumalist” press. It has published a good 
deal of -or-less overtly surrealist work - including 
books by Yates. Michael Bullock. Andreas Schroeder, and 
Do”~Thompson - but several other literary traditions are 
represented in its catalogoe. V&ox (256 pagqs. $15). a 
superb collection of poetry by Canadians who write in Isn- 
guages other than English and French, ra”ges.all _over the 
aesthetic map; poetry titles by John Robert Colombo, 

?%sentially, the IPA has turned into a monster, 
run by a bunch ofTorontofops who have nothing 
better to do thun memo the membershtp to 
death.” ” 

Eugene McNamam, Stephen Scobii, and others display 
kinship with the modernist line of Yeats-Pound-Eliot; and 
R. Gordon Hepworth’s novel The Making of a Chief (305 
pages, $15) combines gallows humor and sociological 
acuteness in a way that is probably unique in Canadian 
writing. 

Those Sono Nis publications that do fall into the sor- 
realist camp exhibit an overall clarity and precision of Ian- 
guage that effectively refutes the all-too-common view of 
surrealism as a” “unreal” or “far-out” technique. While 
the surrealist writer se&s m litierate subconscious material 
from the repression of rational thought, he is also aware of 

Presents the panorama of the prairie 
seasons with emphasii On winter in 
beautiful four-c&r pictures. 
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‘I 
how new and startling these visions will be to t&ma& the 
search for the powerfol image must be accompanied by the 
search for the right words with which to describe it. Thus 
there is nothing obscure or mystifying about the work of 
Sono Nis’s surrealist authors, but rather a coosistent accu- 
racy of expression that strikes the right note without moving 
tbmugh a flurry of tentative discords. An example from 
Yates’s recent Breath of the Snow Leopard (102 pages, 
$10.95) may be the best means of demonstrating this: 

I U’kcn rhc d&ness ap,,enn just a 1111 e darker 
Tkm it should. go liquid. h ir only 
Tbc &de rkg. The biggest bt-asf is not 
Unexpected; rba insmnl of arriwl is surprlrlry. 
Go ,,.7”,d. ON darker rban lhr dark. 

N’bm. unqwmd~~. Lc lmysf dmkss 
Is rismng &rker dm all darkness should, 1 

Tbr icejke ix break+tg up insmd 

And as the darkness gathers over Sono Nis, there are no 
economic panaceas in sight to complement Yates’s neat s 

i 

artistic solutions. No one really knows whether Sono Nii 
ever could be self-supporting - th.e chances ax that it 
would not-but iri a counhy where everything from health 
care to farm produce to resource exploitation benefits from 
substantial government subsidies, it seems odd that we can- 
not devise some effective program of long-term support for 
our smaller presses. Limping along from day to day while 
publishing IOO-page books at $10.95 is definitely not 1. 
Michael Yates’s idea of how to serve Canadian writers and 
readers, but as things are presently slructum.d it is either this I 
or nothing. One can only hope that he is spong enough to \ 
carry on until we are ready to listen to the real news from 
rhe Western frontier. 0 

FARLEYS.F’LIl!VG AT IiWZTNNtil 
Mowdt has crossed’ d wdtersheci -ad * 

left that obtrusive .ego behincl L 

By AL PURDY 

A NEW BOCIK by Fadei Mowai brings to mind a ZO-year 
career of writing. in which he has averaged at least a book a 
year. His publisher describes Mowat’s principal theme as 
“people of adversity” -that is, people in some desperate 
situation that requires endurance and even hero% for them 
to survive. And since the Canadian Arctic has been his 
principal setting, and his characters actual people of the 
North tfor the most Dart). it’s not difficult to find desoemte 
situations. 

. . 

The Snow Walker (McClelland & Stewart, 224 pages, 
$8.95) is a departure for Mowat. All his other books (except 
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for children’s stories) are based on his own interpretation of 
factual en&: but this book is fiction. The iirst nine stories 

em setting: l%imo carvings <o a imote Hebridean pub; a 
crossbow, desceodent of others made long ago by Norse sea 
rovers in the Arctic; dog mates with wolf; a plane makes a 
forced landing in the barrens. and the pilot survives through 
the efforts of a sick Eskimo woman passenger; a white ghost 
canoe of mystic significance; a woman who is fed with 
blood from the arm of her rescuer, and who in turn ensures 
her son% survival in the sanie manner. They are strange 
tales, and yet believably natural from howat’s long knowl- 
edge of the Arctic. 

But more thy anything else, to my mind. these are 
stories that have a deep emotioo&content; they are spiria- 
ally moving in the way that good fiction should be. Them is 
no mumatazz language. no sloppily sentimental appeal to 
tbe reader’s pity. What happens happens, and is related in a 
calm matter-of-fact language tbat allows the reader to make 
his own judgments. and to fee.1 perhaps similar to the way 
Mowat felt when he wrote them. 

With one exception. The last section of the book is not 
straight fiction, but a long semi-documentary called “Dark 
Odyssey of Soosie” (a kiusy title); in this I think Mowat’s 
earlier sure touch deserted him. It tells of a group of Cape 
Dorset Eskimos being transplanted to the far-North Queen 
ElizabetlVIslands, and their subsequent efforts to rexurn to 
Cape Dorset. This narrative has its own meritr),.but is a 
rwn sequitur with a moral to point: how badly we treat our 
native peoples. Of course we do, but if you waot to make 
that poinr’it should be done on a different soapbox. 

However, that’s a minor quibble. These are excellent and 
moving short stories. I think they are a watershed for 
Mowat. for in writing them he has overcome the psycho- 
logical barrier that has previously p&vented him from writ- 
ing fiction. (Of course, some people believe rather unkindly 
that he has always written fiction.) His reputation has been 
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made on a long,sties of Northern books, whale books, 
ocean-tug books, and Newfoundland picture books, along 
whh the notable Wemiking. And it is a popular reputation; 
hi books sell, and sell in great quantities. 

Mowat is the sort of vriter any country needs to tell tbe 
people about themselves and the land in which they live. 
Pierre Benon and Mowat am the two in this genre who 
come most readily to mind. Such writers do not generally 
receive critical khdos and awards, and they live on the 
avails -of their writing. Generally they are britabl~ and 
touchy if tbe subject of .their lack of honours arises. 
Academic critics are a pretty snobbish bunch when it comes 
to writers such as Mowat. They demand “great art”; they 
require other themes than desperate Eskimos. Although. for 
that matter. Yves Tberiault and Gabriello Roy have both 
lwitten Eskimo novels, and both those writers am said to be 
“veddy literary.” 

Parley Mowat is also a public character, a television gad- 
fly. an entertainer and crusader-on a big SC& despite his 
own dimensiqns. And so is Pieua Berton. Mowatt is proud 
of never having received a Canada Council award. although 
I’m a little suspicious of that pride. His own ego has com- 
pensated him for lack of criticalacclaim, aS well as book 
sales of many thdusands. (In fact, I’ve heard it said that his 
publishers, McClelland & Stewart, would go belly-up im- 
mediately without Mowat and Berton in their stable.) That 
obtrusive ego is nor always pleasant, whether on television 
or sdcking out of books that would better depend on sheer 
ability as a story-teller. And make no mistake, vowat has 
plenty of ability. 

But what is Parley Mowat actually saying in all these 
books? What ishe doing except piling up big sales and 
lining his own pockets richly? Well, one .can attempt. to 
answer this by saying tbat Mowat believes in a kind of 
elemental human viaue, found far more cbmmonly among 

“people of advemity’? than on tbe streets of cities. There is 
nobility among Northern peoples not always found in tbe 
south, and more generally in “men of action." (And in this 
he is first cousin to Hemingway.) Them arr under-tbe- 
surface things about people that submerge and disappear 
witb the advent of machines and bii cities. But that is not. 
Rousseau’s “noble savage” theme, ndr those of other re- 
lated writers. Mowat probably dws not believe mankind is 
perfectible or that it should be. And certainly we am all 
corruptible, more so in corpodtion and government than tbe 
individual. And given those beliefs, Mowat is bound to take 
a dark view of the world as the world is today. 

All these stories reflect the beliefs just mentioned, even 

Acade’kc critics are a pretty snobbish bunch 
when it comes to writers such as Mowat, They 
demand “great art”‘; they require other themes 
than desperate Eskimos. 

“Dark odyssey of Soosie,” which I feel is less than 
successful. And the& is even a lyric quality to Mowat’s 
epigraph on snow, one not susceptible to quotation in pan 
but ending: “Somewhere the snow is falling.” 

I’ve read most of Mowat’s books, and some am cornpar- 
able., some not. Wemiking, for instance, I thought mar- 
vellous. especially when Farley stmggled to be objective 
and even~scientilic againn all instincts and habit. But The 
Snow Walker is like none of the others, and yet partakes of 
them.ail. In fiction it’s pretty hard for a writer’s high opin- 
ion bf himself to ov&badow his stories. Now that this ego 
is absent in his writing, them has never been mom mason 
for Mowat to fee.1 proud of his accomplishment. Cl 

, THE STUD’m BAY_- 
Like his predecessors, Kroetsch’i latest hero 

is d sexu4 bonehead with d chaotic m&n 
. 

By PETER THOMAS 

READERS FAMILIAR with Robert Kmetsch’s four previous 
novels will find him riding his obsessions as furiously as 
ever in Badlands (New Press, 288’p&es. $4.95 cloth). It 
cheapens a serious writer to describe those obsessions as sex 
and death, since we’ve come to think of them as the Siamese 
twins of sensationalism, but Ihe subject of Kmetsch’s work 
fmm the beginning has been the finally ludicrous attempt by 
man to conquer time and mortality by asserting his vital 
sexual self. Kmetsch’s heroes, locked in with their sense of 
death. fuck on regardless. It is Iudicmus, of coupe. as they 
know themselves, and they resent women, in particular, 
who draw their attention to Ihe illusion of sexual triumph in 
a world of decay. When William Dawe.. central figure of 
Badlands. has s& with Anna Yellowbird. an Indian girl, 
“she made him lose the past. He beg’an to hate her for 
that.” . 

So these Kmetsch men are compelled to reject women, 
who can nothing about mortality but live instead in a cna- 
rive present, and go out on insane searches for masrery over 
human limitations. In But We Are Exiles, Peter Guy be- 
comes pilot of a Mackenzie riverboat and runs away from 
human ties and emotional needs to the impersonality of his 
cratt. Johnnie Backstrom of The. Words of My Roaring 
enters politics with tbe single platform promise that he will 
ensure rain in a time of Prairie drought. The extreme., irra- 
tional gesmre is a rejection of common sense, responsi- 
bilhy, ordinary motives. so that Backstrom is almost liter- 
ally claiming to be an Albertan witch-doctor. This shadow9 
line between realistic fiction and fantasy is the borderland 
Kmetsch’s novels inhabit. In The Studhorse Man. for 
which Kroetsch received a Governor General’s Award, 
Hazard Lepage wanders the land with his magnificent stal- 
lion, Poseidon, IGoking for the finest mare in existence.. All 
these characters am trying to do mom than is humanly pos- 
sible, to pull off a trick that will make them, briefly 
perhaps, more gan merely human. 
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Badlands continues this search for a triumph over mortal 
clay. It contains an account of the Dawe Expedition into the 
Alberta Badlands, in the summer of 1916, in’quest of di- 
nosaur bones. William Dawe, the leader, is another 
magic-man. at least in his flight fmm mason, with “a magi- 
cal hump” on hi back. He admits that “them must be some 
factor in my life that makes me seek out only those disasters 
that will be total” - making him your average Kmetsch 
hem, born to chaos, a plague on all who know him. For him 
the dinosaurs are much more than museum specimens; they 
are “the &ad creatures immortalizing the mortal msn. The 
bones as cmay and obscure as my own.” 

Williim Dawe’s story is told by the author, but it is also 
commented on by frequent observations from Anna Dawe, 
only daughter of the bonehead. She has foutd her father’s 
field-notes after hi death and tries to piece together the man 
and his motives. A middle-aged alcoholic spinster. she 
“imagined to myself a past, an ancestor, a legend, a victim, 
a fate.” The man seeks. the impers%nality of the past; the 
woman worries atter only the confused man who is her 
past, as personal as she can make him. 

Dawe’s expedition gathers to itself various odd-balls: 
Grizzly, the Chinese cook; Web, who acts as Dawe’s foil 
since he continues to assert, “There is no such thing as a 
past”; McBride, a farmer who has the sense to %zave the 
tlatboat taking them down the Red Deer River while he still 
has hi wits; and Tune, a boy they “save” from a mining 
town only to kill him under a blasted heap of bones and 
mck. Then there is Anna Yellowbird, the l5-year-old 
widow who follows them to their sites, .succoma them in 
their distress, and remains at the conclusion of the novel as 
the only winner. 

Itis in the end that the two Annas come together. Anna 
Dawe and Anna Yellowbii reIrace some of the steps of the 
expedition and during their time together the old woman \ 

teaches the younger the skengtb and joy of woman. Their \ 
triumph is expressed best as they whness the stmgg@s of a 
huge male grizzly hauled over their heads in a net by a 
helicopter. Drank, and weak with laughter. they watch him. 
“scratching for the gone earth, his testicles following craz- 
ily after.” Once again, the old Kmetsch stud gets his. 

Badkmds is written at a furious pace. And in his eager-’ 
. ncss to squeeze vitality from every line Kmetsch sometimes 
forces that pace. Readers can’t laugh all the time, nor can 
they respond adequately to.the under&rent of pathetic des- 
pemtion in Kmetsch’s voice. The narrative of thii novel is 
simpler in many ways than that of lXe Studhorse Man or 
Gone Indian but I’m not sure that the comedy of the ob- 
scene, the whomhouse scenes, the skunking of Web, and 
what ought to be the feeling of release and spontaneity in 
the final scents with the two Annas on their drunken odys- 
sey, are really palled off. The book ends with a paragraph 
so sentimental that, had it ocurred at the beginning, it . 
would ha’ve been obvidus parody of Redbook. 

. Where the strength of this novel lies is in the inventive- 
ne3s that leaves few pages without some outrageous verbal 
clowning. Kmetsch likes symbol-making, as much as he 
likes to portray characters in manic attitudes; the pleasures 
of farce and the intricate game of following the patterns of 
i&as emtiedded in the prose are equally present. The flat- 
boat on the Red Deer River may be a ship of fools, but its 
chronicler is a complex and honourable clown. Badlands, 
though not IS successful as Gone Indian, is a solid addition 
to Kroetsch’s career. 0 

Copp Clark Ltd. is pleased to announce 
that it is nowthesole Canadian distri- 
butorforthe Dushkin Publishing 
Group Inc. of Guilford, Connecticut, 
U.S.A. 

Dushkln Publishing features theexclt- 
ing and tlmely Encyclopedia of Eco- 
nomics, Encyclopedia of Psychology, 
and Encyclopedia of Sociology at $6.50 
each. 

Dushkln also offers its useful and at- 
tractive Annual Edition Readers In 
such areas as Education, Marketing, 
Buslness, Marriage&Family, Anthro- 
pology, Human Development and So- 
clal Problems, to name a few. lnqulre 
about this Iivelyandvaluable ser!es 
now! 

Copp Clark Publishing 
517 Wellfngton Street West 
Toronto, Ontario M5V 101 
Phoite:(4lS)5865-4g11 
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Psych-seeing 

trig> 
Randolph Cranstone and the Fur- 

sting River. by Michael Bullock, 
Rainbird Press (Box 3503S, Station 
E, Vancouver) 208 pages, $10 cloth. 

ByMABKWIlTBN 

“WHAT 1 DON’T like is fiction which 
presents itself as reality, whereas in fact 
it isn’t. it’s only fiction.‘* From the 
magistial heights of his aothorial 
mount, Michael Bullo~kpreaches what 
he most persuasively pmctises in his 
own writing. Randolph Cmn.+m and 
Ihe Pursuing Riv& presents us with a 
world peopled by shange inhabitants 
ever subject to fantastic meta- 
morphoses and the current of on- 
predictable, often biF events. It is 
an imaginative world that boldly asserts 
itself as independent of the real world. 
casting its spell through a marvelloos 
visual logic that simply suspends the 
laws of reality as we know them. But 
ukimately this independence is illus- 
orv. for much of its streneth cornea also 

inner world of which it is a projecti 
landscape, one that for all its strange 
ness seems disturbingly familiar. 

Clearly in sympathy with the entic- 
ingly literary cast of Freud’s sensihii- 
ity, Bullock adapts m his own purposes 
the classical mute of a journey into the 
underworld of dream-logic and free 
association (fantasy). At the outset, 
Cmnstone is a flat figure, curiously de- 
tached from either feeling or involv& 
ment. whose psyche displays the pmm- 
ise of a dead cat. Tedium laced with a 
whimsically dry wit reigns as Cran- 
stone concludes that only “one aspect 
of living was missing from his experi- 
ence: + had never consisteqly viewed 
the world from upside down.” 
Facetious as the thought is meant to be, 
it is also m be Jaken seriously: Crao- 
stone needs a shaking down: he needs 
m experience the world from those 
radically differant perspectives nor-’ 
tared in the whorled womb of uncon- 
scious fantasies bmuglit to life. 

The archetypal descent into the 
psyche begins almost immediately., 
And at Erst, Cransmne is threatened by 

lace emerges to invade his sanctum. 
disposing swiftly and violqnrly of 
Cranslone’s lovely maid. But in so 
doing, the process of stripping away the 

protective security of Ccanstone’s 
estate/world is initiated. While for the 
moment Randolph is virtually para- 
lyzed, he’ is soon mysteriously com- 
pelled to emerge from the confines 
of his house to explore the broader 
reaches of his estate, only m discover 
that his world w now reached its au- 
tumnal phase and is in danger of withcr- 
ing away. This discovery, it would 
seem. impels him m venture abroad 

’ into stranger country, into the yast ter- 
rain of the unknown that beckons nor 
only to our slightly buffoonish pm- 
tagonist, but to his loyal armchair fan- 
tasts rS welL 

Cransmne is. drawn unresistingly 
into a netherworld and ivonderworld of 
exotic and oriental horrors and de- 
lights, undergoing a seriesofbewilder- 
ing tmnsfoormations. which include a 
division into himself and hi female 
alter ego, Randolpha (with whom he 
couples in an episode that could cer- 
tainly be tagged on Yonge street’s 
marquees as “Beyond Incest”). Satis- 
factoriiy enlightened. Randolph finally 
returns to his estate, reborn; his estate is 
now pe ived as in its springtime and 

3 the mans r now seems only a pathetic 
cur, fatining for his attention. After 
finding but then losing timeless bliss 
with the Queen of Wands, the pursuit 
resumes as Randolph discovers that 
bliss cao only be oxaptored by staking 
his energies m the hazel stick -icon of 
the pen with which he composes the. 
magical fictions that comprise the rr.- 
maining half of the volume. Randolph 
Cranstone becomes noi only panici- 
psntbutalsocreamr. Thedistinctionbe- 
tween the artist and his creation.blurs: 
as the pointedly fabled fiction, “The 
Pursuit,” suggests, m try to distinguish 
the pursuer from the object of pursuit is 
as much as m say, “Who can know the 

.dancerfmmthedance?“-orperhaps, 
Mr. Bullock from hi persona. 

Bullock’s pmse more often than not 
displays an elegance of expression, an 
economy of stmcture, and an ingenuity 
of invention that make for the often- 
sought. but seldom-achieved combina- 
tion of imaginative freedom and aes- 
thetic discipline. It is in the form of 
short fictions, set out in an intriguing 
collage and linked episodically in the. 
Cranstone sequence., that the daz?ling 

. visual impact of poetic image and the 
dramatic excitement and adventure of 
nanative mate as complements. While 
not all fiction need conform to the dic- 
Iurn of anti-realism, within the precinct 
of his chosen genre Bullock goes a 
long way mwds ensuring that fiction 
can Still serve to exercise OUT imagina- 

. 

8TiCK8 AND STONES: 
Tha Donnellys, Part One 
by James Reaney 
large format $5.95 

SELECTEDSHORTER 
POEM8 
by James Reaney 
QaQW $3.25 

KITSILAND YOU’ 
by Avmn Hoffman and 
Richard Snyder 
paper $2.95 

JUST KEEP DANCIN’ 
by John Christopher 
MacDonald 
cloth $8.95 October 

THE OLDEST CITY: 
The Story of St. John’s, 
Newfoundland 
by Paul O’Neill 
cloth $17.95 October 

, 

ICE.AGE 
bv Dorothy Livesay 
papr $3.25 October 

THE ST. NICHOLAS 
HOTEL: 
The Donnellys, Pan Two 
by James Reaney 
larexrt $5.95 

ALL THE BEE’8 AND 
ALL THE KEY8 
by James Reaney 
MUSIC bv John Beckwith 
paper $3.95 .November 

A SUIT OF NETTLE8 
(Second Edition) 
by James Redney 
paper $3.25 November 

Press Porcapic is distributed 
by General (Musson) 
Publishing, 30 Lasmill Road, 
Don Mills, Ontario M36 2T6 
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tions so that we return to confmnt the in scbncc and psychology, and her vik .the spirit, light years away iium his 
daily dominion of fact with a sense of ion of the world is uncompromisingly native Ohio world of shopping plazas, \ 
mysteries continually unfolding and harsh. All this is intimidating. And than democrats. and neon lights -the mat- \ 
intact. 0 there’s her focus: she’s interested in erial world. Portugal is the counhy of 

ueode who are uow&~l or sociallv “Kinas & kills 81 aenerals & saints & 
. &g&icant; she’s a gifted psychologist mincias:~ and F&and& stories am 

Theorems fro,,, ~y%-z~i~~;;~;~;~ r:: ::z;::~$aY~ 
lets. miracles and delusions dissolve. 

am magnificent studies of cultural 

the Fbrtuyese fat&tie.;- alien perhaps because they 
are equidistant fmm survival literature 
and experimental Canadian fiction. 

The Poisoned Kiss is in some ways 

Fernandes’ storks are products 
of a vision where.the baniers 
between men and gods, gods 
and killers, miracles and detu- 
sions dissolve. And yet the vis- 
ion is not so farfrom Oates’s as 
all that. 

The Poisoned Kiss, by Joyce carol 
O&s, Gage, l&9 pages, $7.95 cloth. 

By LIRTDA SANDLRR 

THERE MUST BE good reasons why a 
writer has more admit& than readers. 
Joyce Carol Oatcs doesn’t have much 
of an audience in Canada although she 
lives and teaches at the Universiry of 
Windsor. When Graeme Gibson inter- 
viewed her for Maclean’s last year she 
said rather cautiously that Canada 
doesn’t need an American writer tight 
“O\v. 

Joyce Cam1 Oates is prolific and ver- 

au uncharacteristic_ book, a collection 
of gothic talcs, ghost stories ofimpecc- 
able psychological logic. The stories 
fist aooeared in maeazines disrmised 

thor Fernandes de Briao. Oates ex- 
plains in the “Afterword” that she was 
unable to claim the stories as her own 
because they appeared to have been 
“given” to her -a spedes of confes 
don&es - by an alien spirit that 
infiltrated her daydreams. 

And yet the vision is not so far from 
Oates’s as all that. 

The story called “Letters to Fer- 
nandes From a Young Ametican.Poet” 
tells us why Oates fixed on Portugal as 
tha birthplace of her incubus author. satile - she writes plays. poems, 

fiction and criticism; she’s one of the 
few novelists in touch with recent i&as 1 Fernandes, Pottug@ is tbe country of 

Fernandes possessed her imagina- 
tipn while she was writing Wonderland 
in 1970, ahe found hatself alternating 
hi tales with chapters of her own book. 
Wonderland, which she locates in 
Chicago, is the world of experimental 
medicine and brain surgery, where 

For the American correspondent of specialists have godlike powers over 
life, nature., and death. 

The Architecture of Arthur Erickson 

The work of Caned& best known architect in one of the most beautiful 
books ever published in Ceueda Erickson hes dared to use the vest 
expenses 6f the Canadian laudscape es no other architect, end this mag- 
nificetit book re-creates tbet adventure. Here are hi world-famous 
buildings: Simon l&.ser b&riding the mountins outside Vancouver; 
Letbbridge University spanning coulees on the prairies; tbe Canadian 
Pavilion at Osaka chosen best of 1500 et that fair; the spectaculsr 
Canadian private homer photographed by interior decorating magazines 
in Europe and the U.S. A huge 12 x 12 format, 228 pages; 44 photc- 
graph0 in five-color offset (some of them 24 inches wide]; 91 photographs 
in deep etched gravure. The simple graceful text is by Mr. Erickson. 
Plus sketches end building plans. This fiat edition is limited to 2,500 
copies. $36.00 until Dec. 31. $40.00 thereafter. 

Tbe Drawings of Norman McLaren 

“Film making is my work. drswIng is my play,” says Norman McLaren. 
end tbii book proves that tbe play of s genius ten be ss fescinating ai 
his work. Few know that while MeLzen’s animated films were 
bringing more then 100 awards to Canada’s National Film Board, he 
wes carrying 011 sn intensive creative life in smother art f&m-dnnving. 
His privete collection ofsome 500 drawings hes never been exhibited; 
this book is their first public exposwe,‘and they em deszling in their 
range_, inventiveness, humor and sensitivity: fen&es and surreal 
drawmgs; “letters:’ peers end memories of Chine; grotesque&s end 
phallic drawings; nightmares of stebv end doors without exit; marvelous 
birds, snimnls and doodles that fairly z&mate themselves elive; puzzler 
and mases: fun with the fourth dimension end stereo devices; end 
undulations. A veritable feest for the eye end mind. 192 pages. 
9x 12. $25.00 

c 

~ 
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FMII COIOW. $5.95 

CAFIGE FORMAT -BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED. 
USEFUL TO BOTH THE NOVICE STUDENT AND 
THE SXPERT. 5595 

An excellent and evidently acaxwata account of 

tha intermingling problems ‘facing the responsible 

authorities of those timas. 

MaJorGeneral Churchill Mann $10.95 

An unique portrayal of the spirit 

and beauty of the Canadian 

wilderness at the turn of the 

century. $14.95 
! 

1 

Available at all BookMoms 
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Bodyguard of Lice 
Ariulony cew-Bmwll 
Revealing top secmfs, this is the BP 
count of every means used by tha Al- 
has to deceive Hitter and tc swxess- 
Ml&‘tt 

3. 
off the lrwaslon cl Europe. 

7hmugh Deo.31.1975 S16.95 
7hemafter $18.95 

Winning Through 
Intimidation 
RoLwri J. Ringer 
IntimldationisthecommcnUlreadthat 
runs through every fecet of life. This 
rc”awaybest-seller lainsvrhatitis. 
shy ycu become InUrn dated, end hew =T 
ycu can avcid it. Illustrated. 
811.25 

The Wheel of ThInga 

The definitive biography, and first 
sadous portrait. of one of Canada’s 
bast-known authora. IllusWatad. 
s9.95 

Muhammad Ali 
Wlhid Shad 

A brilliant portrait of the ,vrorld 
heaqwaightchamplon.wlth panatmt- 
~“~~fgi~~~~i.~~~~~~~~ 

photographs by 70 of tfw wort#s top 
phtiographors. 
$23.50 

Edith Wharton 
ABIography . 
R.W.B. Lewis 
An absorbtng and ddnWa biography 
based on colkcUons of tatters. man- 

ZXZ”h”,~~~~~~aTt5X~ 
age. a magnlficant woman. her world, 
and heratt Illusbatad. 
517.75 

High Arctic 
Dr. George Mlksch Sulfon 
A distinguished ornlthologlst and 
palntar of birds daacdbas and palnta 
his axperlences on unlnhabitad 
Bathurst island where ha want to 
stud the bahavlw. llfa history. and 
;iis;tlon of Arctlo shcmblrds. Illus- 

ClothS17.50. PepwSS’.SS 

K 
Fiihmry & wraside Limited 
IS0 Lamill Road. Don Mills. Ontario 
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Themes from Wonderland take in- 
teresting mutam patterns in The 
Poisoned Kiss. “The Brain of Dr. Vin- 
cente,” a ‘sort of cross between Star 
Trek and Jorge Luis Bcrges. is a study 
of godlike arrogance. When Dr. Vin- 
cente dies his brain is removed and 
placed in an air-conditioned ccmpart- 
ment; it can communicate in code with 
its ex-disciples but is otherwise free 
fmm distraction .and the indignities of 
the body. The disciples are anxious to 
find a suitable body for the gwt man’s 
brain; they am appalled when the mind 
of the gentle doctor turns imperious and 
aloof. Having known what it’s like to be 
es~errcc. thtigod refuses to be human. 

The Poisoned Kiss is presided over 
by a wooden statue of the Virgin Mary 
and her child, and the first story, “Our 
Lady of the Easy Death of Alferce,” 
pomays a humanized goddess 1 re 
cords her infinite pain when she’s con- 
fronted wirh human suffering, her help- 
lessness when a bereaved woman ac- 
cuses her of being a thief and murderer. 

Oates/Femandes is creating a mirror 
world where familiar ideas and pereep- 
tions are mvxrsed. One of the clearest 
and m&r compelling inversions is the 
story caJ+d “.Parri.cide.” A team of 
psycho1 gists IS grdhng a young boy 
who has killed his father, and as he 
drags images from his uncertain mem- 
ory weseethathe’sreversingtheevent, 
running Ihe film backwards to cancel - 
his g& As he understands it, a 
smnger with half his face slashed off 
appeared 10 him in the field, pressed an 
axe into his hand and led him off into 
the house to kill his father. 

Some of the stories bridge the gap 
betwe& Catholic Europe and the mcd- 
em city. In “Distance” Fernandes exp 
lores what happens when you uproot a 
man’fmm his home and family and pm- 
jeet him inm an impersonal, acony- 
mous city - when you invert his world 
and identity. “In a Public Place” pm- 
poses a luxmiocs hotel lobby as a 
model ,“reservoir of civilization” -. 
ultra-modem, stagnant, populated by 
transients who subsist in an imper- 
sonal, valueless region between home 
and destination. In a place like that, as 
the narrator proves. a man can kill with 
impunily. He is immortal, he is god. 

Portugal, Oates says, is acotmhy she 
hasn’t seen and the stories. she says, 
are too abstract to be hers. But they are 
superbly plaited ghost stories - ccl- 
tcral theorems, if you like. Fernandes, 
like his Yranslamr.‘* understands the 
cultural ground of poisonous passions, 
and I’d say that in spite of Oat&s pm 
ference for the dense existential detail 
of her own writing, The PpisonedKiss 
contains some of her most compelling 
tales. 0 

The boy’s motive for murder is ac 
unspecified sexual humiliation. In a 
countxy presided over by a virgin gcd- 
dess, the associadon of guilt with sextt- 
ality and procrration is perhaps inevit- 
able: Fernandes stories about men and 
wcmev involve a species of rape, and in 
“The Secret Mirror” an anguished 
transvestite articulates the idea that im- 
pregnation is the mob’s way of dis- 
charging contempt. Predictably, 
there’s a strong emrent of mrtured 
homosexuality in The Poisoned Kiss. 

“Sunlight/Twilight” is a horrific 
tale about a victim of the Country of 
Deathly Spirit: a young man is lured 
inm an alley by Ii., his teenage lover, 
and K’s drunken friends. They castrate 
him. He refuses to betray H.; he sits in 
the garden convalescing, reading about 
Moors and gladiators, assimilating the 
event: “In spite of your pain and SOT- 
mw. you understand that the world is 
put together perfectly.” All the savag- 
ery of history is in those words. 

G6d Is Not a Fish Inspector, by 
W.D. Valgardson, Oberon, 134 
pages, $6.50 cloth and $3.50 paper. 

By AUDREYTHOMAS 

IN Bloodpowws, W., D. Valgardron’s 
first collection of short stcri&, Neils (a , 
character in “An Act of Memy”) 
watches hi brother clean a net by lamp- 
light. 

Valgardson’s perception of the Inter- 
lake Triangle of Manimba. acd of the 
people living and working there; is 
much like that lamplight, for he e artist 
is consistently interested in the “ex- 
tremes created by isolation and c&- 
stant stmggle.” Of the IO stories in this 
new collection, them are two suicides 
(“A Business Relationship” and “A 
Pciiate Comedy”) one death by bear 
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(in the skny “Bear”), one accidental 
murder (“Hunting”), one death by ex- 
plosion. and one by accident and R- 
venge (in perhaps the most powerful 
story “Granite Point”) and all kinds of 
betrayals bmoght about by the looeli- 
ness and struggle of this northern life. 
The casualty rate, physical and 
psychic, is high. We of more temperate 
zones may therefore. at first, feel a 
sense of removal or unreality about the 
stories, both in setting and in content. 

The region of Valgardson’s interest 
is peopled by lishcamp owners, 
fishermen, Indians, small storekeepers 
(in the’story “Capital” the storekeeper 
is actually referred to as Steini Store- 
keeper and his wife as Mrs. Steini 
Storekeeper: “She had a name of her 
own once but it had long since been lost 
somewhere in the dark trenches formed 
by endless piles of canned goods”), 
blacksmiths, conservatioii agents (con- 
sidered to be outsiders), and losers. 

There are also wives, like the young 
woman Runa married to an ailing 
fishcamp owner, who cook and chop 
wood and aze them to wait on and 
please the men. Runa packs lunches, 
fills thermoses, knits heavy woolen 
mittens for the winter fishermen: 
“While the men ate, Runa carried in 
firewood for the cookstove and filled 
the water barrel by carrying water from 
the lake. Normally she would have a 
cookee to do the chores, but this year. 
to save money, she did them herself.” 
It is her husband’s illness - and sug- 
gested impotence - that ultimately 
leads to the crises in this story. (And 
here. as in the title story and the story 
“A Business Relationship,” illness or 
old age is a real enemy for thii is still a 
world where brute stxngth is what 
brings in the’ money.) An Jndian be 
comes the scapegoat, with jealousy and 
impotence and illness the motives be- 
hind the husband’s actions. Rena’s re- 
venge is to walk away; in “Granite 
Point” the wife’s revenge is to walk 
away also-but lirst to stand and listen 
to her trapped husband plead with her to 
save him from the sled dogs. 

The women as well as the men re- 
mind me of the characters in the Norse 
sagas - strong, proud, revengeful. 
Their names, too: Fuesi Bergman, 
Valdi Gudmillindson, Herman Finn- 
son, Bodli Fuggoi. Helgi, Runa Oilga. 
The drama of both (the sagas and 
Valgardson’s stories) is the drama of 
survival. Indeed. the most optimistic of 
the stories, “The Novice,” suggests 
that one stands a better chance against 
nature than against men or machines. 
Men beiray; machines trap and crush. 

Nature, at least (if one has trained one- 
self to be prepared for her indiffer- 
ence), can be learned. 

Valgardson’s images come straight 
out of the land about which he is writ- 
ing. Characters have “moss-green 
eyes” oreyes “the light bmwn of hazel 
nuts.” A poor man and his son sit wait- 
ing for theii victims “like two brawn 
hawks.” A man has *‘a head like a 
bouldti”; another strikes his words 
from his mouth “like wood chips.” He 
makes us see the isolation and feel the 
cold. imagine a scene that brings liiht 
but no warmth, a place where “life. . . 
was as fragile as the gauze wings of the 
mayllies that rose from the lake each 
summer to spiral briefly toward 
heaven.” 

Valgardson’s insiglik into the North 
and the people who live them are as 
brilliant and chilling BS the world he 
describes. When I finished this book, I 
went out ahd bought Blood Flowers 
(also published by Oberon). In both 
books them is that rare and lucky msr- 
riage between author and subject that 
one always searches for but so seldom 
finds. .He is a story-writer of the first 
order. Let us hope that these stories are 
only a begimiing. 0 

E missions 
possible 

The &adowlark Connection, by 
Ken Mitchell, Pile of Bones Publish- 
ing Co. (University of Saskatchewan, 
Regina), 130 pages, $4 paper. 

By JIM CHRISTY 

oNE ~PPllo*cHEs any vanity-press 
book with trepidation at the most 
generous of times. But this one looks so 
awful - a nine-by- 12 format, stapled 
together with a taped spine, utterly 
dumb drawing on the cover of a Moun- 
tie, a horse, and a girl - that perver- 
sity bids you read on despite the added 
obstacle of an introduction explain- 
ing in detail just why no one but the 
author would publish the book. You 
can indulge this perversity if you aie a 
reviewer but not if you’re a shopper, 
since the thing costs S4. Judging by the 
cover, no one. unless forewarned, is 
that perverse. Be forewarned then, be 
cause The Meadowlark Connection by 
Ken Mitchell is a riot. It’s that all-too- 
rare book that has you laughing out 

SPECIAL LIMITED EDITION 

RALPH GUSTAFSON 

THE BRAZEN TOWER 

- 

for the woman who 
has had everything 
& the men who 
gave it to her 

““A DAMNED 
FUNNY 
BOOK 99 
-John Aiewlove 

$3.50/5.25 

CHERRY TREE press 
IOX 121,white rock, b.c. 
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TORONTO 

John de Visser 

LOST MONTREAL 

L& d’IberviReMoreau 

Until recently Montreal possessed an 

architeotural environment that was the 
pcl;icnce of Toronto - its people, parks, 

buildings, monuments, docksides, games, 

arts and entertainment, weather, wihlliie. 

oldest and richest in Canada. Today, 

in the name of redevelopment, the’ 

Montreal of yesterday has almost been 

A brief introduction sets the background 

for John de Viiser’s photographs with a With the aid of superb 19th. & 20th. 

retrospect of Toronto’s story and an century photographs, many from the 

appreciation of the metropolis today. William Notman archives, this book 

The photographs are identifmd and are 

then fully described in a section of ’ 
in Montreal and sets on record a hand- 

more extensive captions that follows at 
some, lively and varied city that we shall 

the end. 

128 pp., 16 cohxtr and 115 black and 
182 pp., 150 photographs 516.95 

Don Blood and Tom H& Wilson Duff 

A lavishly illustrated volume of more Thii book will prove to be a landmark in the 
than 1000 photographs and line . awareness of Canadian prehistory, in the 
drawings, containing a wealth of appreciation of our culture and in the know- 
information on the life styles of ledge of pre_Columbian art. Unknown master- 
Rocky Mountain fauna - migratory 

patterns, social organization, hibei- 

nation and distribution to habitat. assembled from museums around the world 

This unique book is essentisl for ,. 
for one of the most epochal and hnportani 

animal lovers, conservationists and 
trav.Gng exhibitions of pre-Columbiin art 

,shutterbugs, not only as a reference 

book, but equally for reading fun. Starting out as a catalogue to the exhibition. 

256 pp., over 1000 illustrations, 
the book developed into a self-sufficient 

80 in colour 
statement of the uniqueness and inventiveness 

of the Pacific Coast Indian. 

191 pp., 197 illustrations, 10 in full colour 
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loud while reading, a tbomughly en- 
joyable bit of slap-stick humour. 

1 have absolutely no intention of 
defining the humour or giving away 
the story. Suffice it to say that The 
Meadowlark Cotmection concerns a 
Mountie named Ashenden who loves 
hi horse, loves his horse so much in 
fact that he cleans herprivateparts with 
a toothbrush adoringly. He also is uou- 
bled by wet dreams. And he is devoted 
to the letter of tbe law. Other characters 
include a voluptuous seductress straight 
fmm the coffee shop of tbe Four Sea- 
sons Motel; a Stingray-driving Ukmi- 
nian womun suspected of subverting 
local young minds with Commie ideas; 
her cohort. the proper Englishman, 
naturally suspected of being a Yiuit- 
cake’*; a French cowboy who tides into 
town on a white horse, thereby upset- 
ting the annual egg-and-spoon race; an 
inxmtable Chinese gentleman, occa- 
sionally referred to as “The lap,” sus- 
pected of operating a heroin refinery; 
and various others. 

Ashenden believes themall to bepan 
of the nefarious Peking-Moscow- 
Quebec bloc intent on destroying the 
free world from a base of operations in 
Meadowlark, Saskatchewan. The 
Meadmvhrk Connection thus tells the 
story of Ashenden’s bumbling battle 
against these forces of evil and his own 
rise from the radar traps. But it never 
tells if he solved his wet-dream pmb- 
lem. There is a kood movie in all this; in 
fact. tbe story.almost begs to be tranz 
lated onto the silverscreen. But consid- 
ering the condition of that particular 
Canadian industry. it’s a possibility as 
unlikely as the state .of affairs uncd- 
vercd by Constable Ashen&n out in tbe 
bread basket of the world. 0 

I 

. 

From Quebec, 
j/b/it&1 two stars 

The Grandfathers, by Victor-L&y 
B&a&u, translated by Marc 
F-loarde,’ Harvest House, 158 pages, 
$2.50 paper. 
; Jos Carboae, by Jaegai Beaoit, 
translated by Sheila Fischmao, Har- 
vest Howe, 136 pages, $ZSOpaper. 

The Juneberry Tree, by Jaeqaes 
Furon, translated by Raymond Y. 
Chamberlain, Harvest Howe, 158 
pages, $2.50 paper. 

By BRIANVINTCENT - 

WHILE DECLINING interest has forced 
orher publishers to reduce sharply tbe 

_ mnslations of French Canadian fiction 
they put out, Harvest House, the small 
Montreal publishing firm. quietly con- 
tinues to add new titles m its French 
Wrh&s of Canada series. No uansla- 
tion of a work of major imponance has 
appeared so far, but if the books.. 
selected for tbe collection sre not start- 
ling in quality or appeal, they are at 
least solid second-stringers abd repre- I 
sentutive of what is being written in 
Quebec these days. 

Three new titles bring tbe list m 1 I, 
and thewthree novels in themselves 
seem m confirm what has become in- 
creasingly apparent over the pas1 dec- 
ade. French Canadian fiction has be- 
come a separate and wholly individual 
entity with a character that bears little 
resemblance to fiction from the mst of 
the country. 

Victor-I.&y Beaulieu’s The Grand- 
foihers illustrutes this point very well. 
Like much recenl Quebec writing, it is 
a nightmarish tale written in intense. 
often angry language. Beaulllu has no 
interest in creating a narmtive in this 
portrait of old age down on tbe farm. 
Impressions and sensations am every- ‘. 
thing. And they show that life on 
Beaulieu’s farm is quite different from 
the experience of characters in so many 
English Canadian rural stories where 
tbe farm is a restricting milieu fmm 
which to flee. Beaulieu’s farm is a 
place of revelations where excrement 
and urine are cherished as sacred, al- 
most mythic materials and where ptimi- 
tivelusts and animal passions are posi- 
tive, redemptive vinues. There is no 
place here for any romantic back-to- 
the-land utopian dream. Beaulieu’s 

grandfathers, farm and descriptions of 
old age are too savage for tbat. 

Jos Carbone, a first novel by jour- 
nalist Jacques Benoit, is a fable- 
fantasy, a litemry form almost as popu- 
lar with Quebec ‘writers as Ihe prose 
nightmare,Jos and Myrtie live in acosy 
cabin in the woods. Not far away lives 
another couple, also quite cosily, in 
a hole underground. A lusty villain 
called Piermt intrudes on this idyllic 
existence and Benoit’s fairy tale soon 
beeomcs a blood-and-gore gothic g- 
mance with knives slashing thmugh 
jugular veins and mutilated bodies stuf- 
fed in chests. The innocent world of 
Marie Chapdelaine is far away fndeed. 

Jacques Fetmn, tbe prolific doctor- 
writer of Ville Jacques Cattier neSr 
Montreal, can always be counted on for 
an ironic and witty glimpse into Quebec 
life. The Juneberry Tree is a fantasy 
about childhood in which Tinamer, ,a 
Qtiticois Alice, divides her wonder- 
land into tbe “good side of things,” 
which, is the forest behind her house, 
and the “bad side of things,” which is 
the world of streets and schools, the 
wor!d into which her day-timing 
father disappears each day to work. But 
the novel is not all charm and flowers. 
Ferron concludes it with a particularly 
bitter polemic on the school-hospitals 
where handicapped children xe kept in 
conditions closely resembling a prison.. 

Quality of translation has never been 
Harvest House’s strong point and tbe 
Fermn book in particular suffers fmm 
periodic blurred imprecisions. But in 
general these latest volumes have been 
more professionally translated and mid 
better than their predecessors in the 
series. 0 

d bloc 
The Flew-de_Lys Affair, by Hol 

Ross, Doubleday, 196 pages, $7.50 
cloth. 

By LE0NARi-I GASPARINI 

THUS POTBO~LER BY Montrealer Hal 
Ross is a mther pretentious attempt to 
fictionalize in theory what the once- 
notorious FLQ attempted to do in fact. 
And thii time we have an array of 
mannequin-like characters: stereotyped 
political activists and OppMunists an@, 
in the lucrative wake of Mario Puzo, 
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KURELEK’S CANADA 
BY WILLIAM KURELEK 
The subject of this book is Canada: 
the landscape, the people, their work 
and their pleasures, Available $19.95 

SHAPE UP! PROGRESSIVE FIT- 
NESS FOR PRACTICAL PEOPLE 
BY VIC SANDERS 
A practical. sensible, exciting pro- 
gram foranyone’interested in getting 
more out of lie. Available 56.95 

MACDONALD: HIS LIFE AND 

WORLD 
(PRIME MINISTER? OF CABADA SERIESI. 
BY P. B. WAITE 
This witty, readable eccuunt of 
Macdonald. though affectionate, is 
not romanticized. November $12.95 

THE MAN WHO FLEW 
CHURCHILL’ 
E’f BRUCE WEST 
Blll Vanderkloot’s flig,hts with 
Churchill. Eden, Smuts. and many 
other Allied war leaders during 
WW II. AvallableS8.95 

MADAME BENOIT’S 
MICROWAVECOOK BOOK 
By MADAME JEHANESENOIT 
Includes chapters on the basic fea- 
tures of the oven, utensils, meal 
planning, and recipes for the begin- 
ner to the gourmet. Available $10.95 

HELEN CREIGHTON: 8 
A LIFE IN FOLKLORE 
By HELEN CREIGHTON 
Fnendships. songs and ghosts from 
the people who preserved their folk 
traditions in their daily lives and 
songs. Available 58.95 

GABRIEL 
BY HARRY POLLOCK 
A picaresque romp through the 
childhood and adolescence of the 
son of Polish-&wish immigrants. 
Awillable $8.95 

MAKE YOUR OWN FURNITURE 
BY PAUL HOWARD 
A heavily illustrated manual for the 
person with lots of interest but 
little experience in woodworking. 
Available 58.95 

MCGRAW-WILL 
RYERSON , 

even an obese Mafia chieftain who 
manipulates the neo-FLQ bloc from his 
Florida pentboose without their knowl- 
edge of it. The whole thing reads like a 
zany whodunit. Them am flashbacks in 
the style of Arthur Hailey, though not 
quiie as effective. Indeed, there are so 
mady of them, each chapter detracting 
from the previous one, that the story 
line flaps .like a camera shutter gone 
swly. 

Hal Boss’s pose leaves something 10 
be desired too. It limps from one clich6 
to sootbar, and occasionally the&s a 
heavy word like “memorabilia” 
thrown in for ballast. It caters to cress 
taste much like cramming potato chips 
into one’s mouth; it plays up sen- 
sationalism for its 6wn sake, and some- 
how E&s the traditional properties ,df 
fiction suck as characterization. the 
evocation of setting, end the poetic uni- 
ties. Not that ir entirely neglects these 
ingredients, but rather superimposes a 
kind of journalistic aesthetics on them, 
th&by rendering any objectivity in- 
valid. It’s all blurb and no body. 

The novel’s protagonist. Jean Guy 
F’arisien, is undoubtedly a schizoid. as 
are many of the minor chamcters. And 
instead of probing this duality, the au- 
thor opts for the easy formula of evil 
forces against human goodness. Them 
is&o the usual lust and violence. 

The Fl.swde-Lys Affnir is a rather 
boring one. We’ve seen better plots on 
TV’s Columbo. This one’s as predict- 
able as migrating geese. In the eqd 
ewxybody getswhat’s coming to them. 
The Don is reduced to a basket case. the 
once-more disillusioned FLQ members 
continoe to intone de @adIe’s “Viw le 
Quebec Lib&* And the decadent 
bourgeoisie on&is breed and toast 

. weenies in the.suborbs. 
. Dpubleday is undoubtedly a mputa- 

ble name in the publishing business, 
but I can’t help detecting a bii of to- 
kenism on their part in printing this 
book. It’s like they’re saying: “See - 
we’re interested in Canadian Litem- 
mm!” Yes, that may be - but look 
what they’ve given us. 

After reading this novel I’m almost 
certain that the middle petal of the 
fleur-&lys is drooping just a bit. 0 

Eric Ncol 
d oes noP: write 

ourheads 
Tl&.‘s a lot of it going am&td 

. . ., by Eric Nil, Doubleday, 192 
pages, $7.50 Jotb. 

By C&B COCKING 

THIS IS A book for the man who has 
never stopped twitchiig with anxiety 
since he raeeived his pants back from 
the clea?ers be+ring a little tag saying, 
ALWAYS WOK YO”K LOVBL”LST. It’s 

also for the man who is convinced that . 
the return of tbe bow tie means the end 
of ci6ilization as we know ir. And it’s 
t%r the man who eschews the current 
passion for encounter groups (prefer- 
ring, as the author says, to take his 
“group therapy with a grain of Ges- 
talt”) and ‘who is racked with despair at 
the replacement of his folksy old barba 
by a sleek stylist who wants to make 
him look like Julius Caesar. It most 
certainly is required reading for the 
gentleman who is determined not to let 
the New Womao use him simply as sn 
object of idle pleasore (should that pas- 
sibility ever arise). 

There’s. (I ior of it going around . . ., 
the latest collection of humomist Eric 
Nicol’s best colutmts from the Van- 
couverProvince, .is full of richly comic 
variations on the theme of middle-age v 
male culture shock. While women may 
find some amusement hem too (as they 
do in so much about men). the aoueal of 
the book will wsentiall~be to*ien - 
as a sort of whimsical survival guide. 
Whether it raises the consciousness of 
unliberated m&s or not, it will at least 
raise many a belly-laugh. 

purge me nouse or *ts accummanng 

The book is essentially tull of mini- 
case studies of the problems suburban 
managonircsarerdaily.Themis,first. 
the rising cost of booze. “Imbibing,” 
Nicol points out, “is now so expensive 
that a person has to choose between. 
having a drink and going to Europe.” 
Theo there are the pa&tat tendencies of 
the average housewife, refusing to . . . _.. 

junk. “What is a man profited,” gum 
Nicoi asks, “if he shall gain the whole 

~z%~zzzd:?:2:; ; 
modem education. Nicol emphasizes 
the importance of relevance. as the key: 
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bestselling Canadian books for 
JUST $4.95 with membership in 

Canada’s .oyn book club’! 
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lb’s 
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I’S own book club. The books on thts p?ge are lypical of the 
offerings. And you can have any three of them for just ~34.95 
no-strings-attached membership in the Readers’.Club. 
Readers’ Club is owned and operated by Canadians to serve 

;tinclive needs of thoughtful Canadian readers. Now. with the 
rthe Ontario ArtsCouncil and the Canada Council, tbe Readers’ 
able to enroll additional members. 
Club offers you the carefully-chosen best ofcanadian boolo 

is no membership fee and no minimum purchase requirement: 
my as few or as many Canadian books through the Club as you 

And you save money. Selections are frequently offend at special 
irrs. And the Club’s B&-us Plan stretches your book-buying dollar 
I as much as twenty&v Re.nynt. 
You will also receive a fne subscrlption io Canadian Reader. the 

lub’s lively journal about Canadian books and writing. 
Frequent stings. No minimum purchases. Convenie!# wxss to 
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“Our children do not seek leaming. 
They hunt a herd ofrelevems.” 

Eric Nicol, clearly alas, cominuea 
his fondness for the pun. But if that can 
be overlooked, there are many valuable 
insights here for the contemporary be- 
fuddled man. Not only does he clear up 
serious misunderstandings (“When 
today’s woman dresses provocatively 
she dmws attention to the fact thal she is 
an unfalfiiled nuclear scientist”), but 
also reveals the dangers inherent in 
5ome current fads, ss in the escalation 
of men’s and women’s heel sizes 
(“Women have seen men’s three 
inches and raised us two inches. They 
are perched on clogs so high they coti- 
tmvene city aoning laws.“) and offers 
useful suggestions on ways out of mod- 
em dilemmas. As for the annual un- 
wlllbtgrittal of fathers flying kites with 
theirsons, for example, he suggests the 
wise course is for fathers to be out of 
town in March. leaving full inskuctions 
for the boy’s mother ‘;Notbing in the 
manual of sexual politics says that the j 
father must always be the one to make a 
kite. Be unseltih about it. Give your 
helpmate equal rights to your tool box 
and band-aids. Let her produce tbe 
abortion on demand.” 

Probably the most perterraring piece, 
in the book is Nicol’s last column. 
“Immature Thoughts.” wherein he 
discusses his slowness in growing-up 
(“I have been growing up for quite a 
while but am still not very good at it”). 
current attitudes towards maturity 

(“Today you can be running around 
Star Maiden is for younger readen. 

kissing girls and standing on your head 
It tells the story of how the Chippewa 
boy he&d how the Star Maiden so 

in public and dancing the bugaloo at 5 I 
and still be Prime Minister of the coun- 

loved his people that she came to live 
on &th as a water lily. The illustra- 

try”) and notes the little he has learned 
about life and maturity. 

tioas by Shirley Day that accompany 

“Life is a farce tbat we have to play 
thii wenn story are evocative of astral 

straight,” Nicol concludes. “That 
space and human scale, and the young 

._. _ . . child will be impressed with them, as 
mUCb rve learned about growing up. 
The kick is to learn how to time the 

with the thought that them was a time . . . 

laughs.. . .‘I 0 
When earth and its people appeared so 
inviting to a young stat princess. 

‘0&s f&ll 

the Raven 

0 

Coyote the Trickster, by Gail 
Robbman and Douglas Hill, Chatta 
Bt Windus (Clarke Irwin), $6.65 
cloth. 

Star Maiden: An Ojibway Legend 
of the First Water Lily, by Patrlcla 
Robins, Collier Macmillan, ‘$5.95 
dotb. 

Sky Mm on the Totem Pole, by 
Christie Harris, McClelland 8z 
Stewart, $7.95 cloth. 

There’s a Sound In the Sea: A 
Child’sEye Vi? of the Wbale, by 
T%&ag;~~, Scrimshaw (Gage), 

By CHRISTINEFGRSYTH 

IHE LEGENDS O~the North American 
Indians provide substabtial material for 
recycling to serve the present moods in 
literamre and art. We arc conserving 
the simple and time-honoured tales 
once told with wry humoar by our na- 
tive peoples, and adapting them as cal- 
twal antecedents for our children. 
Coyote and Raven keep company with 
Aesop’s fox and the cmw. So it is in the 
bexinterests that our culture plunders 
native folklore, although we may be 
conscious that it is a limited resource. 
For where are they telling new @es of 
Coyote and Raven today? 

Western Canadians are probably 
more familiar with the character and the 
adventures of Cnp,te tbsn those in the 
East. Gail Robinson and Douglas Hill, 
the authors of Coy& the Tridwer, 
have lived among the Indians, and their 
narrative is faithful to *e formality of 
riNal story-telling and to the tone of 
wise indulgence toward -tare folly. 
Throughout there am hints to the reader 
of IO or older that people can be just as 
dangerously foolish and admirably 
brave. 

In Sky Man on the Totem Pole, a 
personable creature from another 
planet, observing the ways of the West 
Coast Indians, comes to e&h to take an 
Indian bride. His planet is so ravaged 
aad wasted that the green earth with its 
pristine forests and fll’ains becomes tbe 
chosen borne for his descendems. 
They, however, despite tbe wise coun- 
sel of their asuoaaut ancestor, weak 
the same devastation. The book threads 
togetber Indian tales of human exploit, 
wars, and wanderings, leadb~g up to tbe 

.figare of a young Indian boy today. 
Although the-narrative is sometimes 
confusing. young teenagers are likely 
to enjoy this story of Indian legend, 
space travel, and ecological concern. 

Naively simplifies the central iSsue 
of wildlife conservation in Tamar 
Grigg’s There’sa Soundin the&a. It’s 
a slim book with maay excellent repro- 
ductions of children’s whale drawings 
and selections of verse and Indian 
legends about the whale, paraphrased 
by children. This represents part of a 
larger pmgram to make children aware 
of the ecological situation. Their work 
dcmonseates that their understanding 
and interpretations vary widely aecord- 
ing to their experience and what they 
have been told. Hem, as in the fables 
and the Indian legends that have been 
preserved through generations, we 
Iqam more about the people who tell the 
stories than we do about the animals 
they portray. 0 
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Three Voices, by Joan Aind- 
Smith, Camdlm Portraits series, 
Clarke Irwin, 235 pages, $7.50 cloth. 

By JDD; STOFTMAN 

THIS RATHER ill-conceived addition. to 
Clarke Irwin’s Canadian Portraits 
series luinps ,togetber Margaret Law- 
ewe, Galxiellc Roy, and Frederick 
Philip Grove. They have no more in 
common-despite the author’s coavo- 
luted prcfacc in which she attempts to 
explain her choice of subjects -than 
any other tbme Canadian novelists 
worthy of the’name. 

The series, says the d&t-jacket 
blurb, is “designed to encoura’ge in- 
ten% in Canadians who have led in- 
teresting lives.” The three whose lives 
and works sre discussed here ti not 
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exactly struggling unknowns waiting 
for Clarke Irwin to “encou@e in- 
tcrest:’ Probably more has been writ- 
ten about the quixotic Grove than about 
any other Canadian writer, and both 
Margaret Laurence and Gabrielle Roy 
have bren thoroughly studied. 

Joan Hind-Smith does not contribute 
anything new or original to our under- 

standing of these writers. But she has 
done her homework. weaving biog- 
raphical facts and plot summaries into 
three neat little essays. Margaret 
Laurence’s life follows tbk classic pat- 
tern for Canadian writers of her genera- 
tion: small-townF’mtcsta;mt upbringing, 
long period of self-imposed exile in Af- 
rica and England, evkntual ENIn to 
Canadian roots. Along the way them is 
a maniage lasting 22 years, two chil- 
dren, fame, friends and moderate for- 
tune accompanied by an ever in- 
ing knowledge of herself and her pow- 
ers. It appears to be a life Emarkably 
free of compromises. And then there 
are the novels, beginning with This 
Side Jordan in 1960 up until The Di- 
viners, her crowning achievement, 
which appeared in 1974. 

Gnbrielle Roy grew up. in St. 
Boniface. Man., the youngest child in 
an enormous family,., surrounded by 
love and poverty. Her relationship with 
her plucky and imagiaative mother 
proved to be the most important in her 
life and in manv of her books the figure 
of the strong, &ing mother is seei Bs 
the source of the life force. Because her 
mother did not wish her to become a 
writer, she fought against her impulse 
to write until she was 29 years old. 
Thea she faced a peculiarly Canadian 
dilemma: Should she tire? in English 
or French? She chose French. By the 
time her first novel appeared, she was 
36 and her mother was dead. She was 
honoured in France and even in 
Canada. She married Dr. Marcel Car- 
botte, regained her faith through her 
friendship with Pierre Teilhard de 
Chardin, and went on to write a string 
of haunting aqd powerfu! books. Her 
stories tend to be mo?e metaphysical 
tbanthoseofeitherLadrenceorGmve. 

Frederick Philip Grove was 
paranoid, fantastical, impractical, 

moody, tormented, and brilliant. He 
achieved critical, but never popular 
success and in the 1920s and 1930s (the 
bad ol$days before the Canada Coun- 
cil) that meantconstant financial crises. : 

It is his wife Catherine who’emergcs 
as the unsung hemine in the asay on 
Grove. She was a tireless, patient, and 
optimistic woman, with a boundless 
confidencein herhusband’stalent, who 
made herself the family’s chiif bread- 
winner. Grove had recognized what he 
called her “pedagogic genius” when 
he was a school principal in Winkler, 
Man., and she an elementary teacher 
20 years his junior: She continued to 
worktiertheir marriageandeventually 
founded her own school in Simcoe, 
Ont.. where she became famous as a 
teacher of children with learning dis- 
abilities, rejects of the conventional 
educational system. The essay ends 
with the well-known story of Prof. 
Douglas Spettigue’s discovery. after 
Grove’s death, of his ~disreputsble 
European origins; he had once been 
Felix Paul Gowe. a penniless young 
hack with a jail record. 

I am troubled throughout these 
pieces by the author’s simplistic pm 

sentation of the relationship between 
the w$er’s life and his or her work. Is a 
person who lives an interesting life in- 
variably an intemsting writer? Hoiv ex- 
actly does it help the reader to know 
that in the novels of Margaret Laor- 
ence, Riding Mountain near Ncepawa 
becomes Galloping Mountain near the 
town of Maoawaka? Is writing novels 
simply a clever way to disguise auto- 
biography? Ms. Hind-Smith does not 
trouble her head with such questions. 

Yet it would be wrong to say that the 
book serves no purpose. While the 
middle-brow approach will irritate the 
sophisticated reader, her duee easy 
pieces are sufficiently enjoyable to ap- 
peal to high-sdhool readersabout to dip 
a toe into the icy waters of CanLit. 
There is the sort of reader who checks 
before starting a book to make certain it 
does not have too many pages. He or 
she may not be ready for Clara 
Thomas’s 212-page The Manowaka 
World of Margaret Lmrence, but will 
happily read 62 pages about her by Ms. 
Hind-Smith. Whether a book of such 
boring design will reach the juvenile 
reader who might.pmtit by it is another 
question. 0 
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hoselnnerbJngandbDadngspiritwasan 
legral part of her iife. Tanya’s physical 
amlnama~edherspidLualsVength.She 
dped to plough the fields of the new 
Dukhobor settlement In Canada when 
BOB weren’t enough horses to go arwmd. 
le wome” decided to take the pface of 
wses, agdnst repeated attempts of the 
an to dissuade them. 
Thff strongly matriarchal soolety has a 
dque message for our situation today. 
tshschka, the wise Doukhobor leader, 
BS revered by Tanya and the rest of the 
o”p as a worn~” who loraw and under- 
ood their innermost leelings. 
Tanya is an knporlant book ttmt is not 
lb a narratlw of Doukhobor hlstory, but B 
wcing insight Into B remarkable woman. 

27% pages, hard oowr. $9.45 

A NEW HISTONY OF CANADA 

tm&ated from the F&h by 
Richard Howard 
This set ~VB~S the sstlr0 psmrsms of 
Canada’s hlshxy from the Caned/en paint 
ofview. 
1000 NewWoddstoFlnd 
1601 Fishermen and FurTraders 
1701 A Lostng Game 
1761 Cdsls of Af@stment 
1801 spread Of Paver 
IS41 Cwstfor Vmbflity 
IS64 A New Regime 
IS87 MovBments West 
1908 Nation Among the Nattons 
1926, ATtmeofShoclCS 
19391 War and Peace 
1950 -World Presence 
1960 QUlet Rewkdlon 
19S7 In search of Solutions 
Towards the 2191 Century’ 
Over 1400 pages, many in fult-mlour; 
ISvolumes. 929.95 
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Major Coin Varieties, 3rd and 4th editions ..... .3.50 
Minor Coin Varieties, 3rd and 5th editions ..... .4.25 
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1976 Standard Catalogue’of Canadian Coins . . 3.95 

hard cover . . . . . .7.85 

CANADIAN FLOCKS 
ANCCL~~CKMAKERS 
0. Edmmd Eurmws 

Ten years ago them ws lillle interest I 
“Cahadana” and ewn less interest I 
‘Canadian ClOoks-. Since the oelebmtto 
of Canada’s one hundredth bklhday I 
1967 ttw overall Interest In “CanadIana 
has grown exienstvely. At the 881118 tlm, 
the growih in the hobby of mllectillg dock 
has been nolhing shortoffantaplic 

Recently many books have been vnttte 
on vadoim aspects of "Canadiana" but unt 
the pubticatfon of lhis bwk them was littl 
Information avaIlable about “Canadian 
aOCks and aOCkti?&rs".ln fatiferVWl: 

iactumd In Canada and that them an 
““meroY* examples of beautiful Cam 
dlan clock craftsmanship on display II 
m”SemS across the munky. 

Wtth th!! book the author has made i 
SuubslantialmntributionloUle~gnillona 
the dock industry In Canada. 

506 oaws. hard cover S24.91 

SAANNES (pronounced saw-nes) is 
not a publisher! 
SAANNES distributes Canadlan 
books, both in English and French, 
viithout gowernment assistance, in 
Canada ahd throughout the world. 

All books advertised are also available 
from the publisher. 

Trade terms are normally available 
with satisfactory credit references. 

Write for free catalogue. Please 
specify English, French or both. 
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As the... ( assembly-line aging of young men. 
then you should read I, Adam. It says 

world yams 
I, Addsm, by Don Crassley, CE 

Publicatioas (81 Wabasey Blvd., To- 
ronto 7), 107 pages, $3.95 paper. 

Ey CLYDE HoSKlN 

READ~G CRCI~~LEY is like hsvitig B re- 
freshing conversktion with someone 
who feels deeply about the state and 
future of our world. He is sensitive to 
suffering and to beauty. and often pro- 
found in his observations of iniquity. 
But sometimes he allows indignation to 
overcome him, so he loses control. The 
results am uncertain diction and faulty 
metre. 

But in the bitter truths of the reality 
t+e poet describes. these shortcomings 
refuse to be literary crimes. Instead 
they intensify his wide-ranging disgust, 
which, to his credit, comes over wilh- 
out descent into the snare of a political 
position. 

In the title ooem. “1. Adlim.” there 
is lhat epitomk of <urnin pote&d de- 
scribed within the framework of the 
poet’s view of a future SpiriNti cos- 
mology. He says: * 

Cull the wind to reck lhe dying.. 
Ia~lastamfwribtlee... 

CmssIey has this uncanny sbiliiy to 
sound orher-worldly without becoming 
metaphysical. He achieves this by lry- 
ing sincerely to find a truth. And in that 
attempt, he saves himself from petty 
se&mentalities, like nationslijm, and 
all those versy juxtsp!ositionings that 
inspire the mentally aahritic and over- 
awe the young. 

His poetry is pure PO.&; no ap- 
proved form, no required cadence. 
Most of these 77 poems confirm lhat 
poetry should be an attitude of mind 
revealed hy the illuminating light of 
vision, what tbe psychologist Abraham 
Maslow calls “the peak experience.” 
Theysingofthedeachoftheegotrip,of 
ceasing to wallow in the unspiritual, 
man-mangled remains of the great 
humanist tradition begun by Gallilea, 
Descanes. and Newton, of an equality 
and balance between cortical and di- 
encephalonic behaviour and stand& 
in a cold world. To me, thii is the 
essence of poetry. 

So if you really care about the killing 
of old farmers in Viemani and ‘the 

and esotisticd 
What is on Fib-e is Happening, by 

Kenneth McBobbie, Four Humours 
Press (St. Paul’s College, Winnipeg), 
32 pages, paper ubpricad. 

The Barbgriaa. File,. by Chdst- 
ophkr Wlseman, Sesame Press 
(663H Campbell St., Windsor), 47 
peges, $2.50 paper. 

He & She, by Douglas Barbour, 
Golden Dog Press (15 Osslngton 
Ave., Toronto), 28 pages, $2 paper. 

By LEONARD GASPARINI 

DON’T LET THE title of Kenneth 
McRobbie’s third, thin volume of 
poems, What is on Fire is Happening, 
tiislead ‘you into .thinking that you’re 

. going to be in for some heavy, high- 
powered writing. Although the title 
sounds like the war cry of a riotous 
Detroit black, there is nothing even re- 

.motely revolutionary or Dionysian in 
these poems. Most of them focus on 
some aspect of the P+ie landscape, 
and what makes them noteworthy is, 
McRobbie’s lyrical sense of metaphor 
and perspective. In the poem “In Open 
Prairie,” he more or less tells us not to 
expect a vision that can be arbitrarily 
defined by ti usual process of divi- 
sion, but simply to accept unquestion- 
ingly what is: 

At least one half of the 13 poems in 
this booklet are vivid because of theiir 
oblique approach to a poetry of spatial 
and geometric inter+ationshi~s, much 
like that of a horizontal distance or the 
mosaic of farmland as seen from an 
airplane. The nst resemble flat land-’ 
scapes with the occasional grain 
elevator painted in for effect. 

C.B.C. Serllization begins 

Wednesday - October 29 
lo:00 p.m. - 1l:OO.p.m. 

Set In the Edwardian era of 
2raeiousness and leisure. UP 
stulr~, Downstaim portrays the 
relationship between Rlehard 
Bellamy and his sewants. who 
know everylhfng about his llla 
fmm hls bank balance through 
to his loneliness alter hls wlfe’e 
death. It Is also the story of 
the servanfs and their mlatlon- 
ship with each other. 

Tllles In the series: 

MRS. BRIDGES’ STORY $1.50 
ROSES STORY 91.25 
SARAH’S STORY $1.25 
MR. HUDSON’S DIARIES $1.26 
IN MY LADY’S CHAMBER $1.25 
MR. BELLAMY’S STORY $t.E?S 
THE WAR TO END WARS $1.76 
THE YEARS OF CHANGE $1.50 

“upstafm, Downstairs IS corn- 
pk. profound and totaffy unlfa- 
lerfaf:’ Time Magarlns. 

w.i 
Thomas Nelson & Sons 
(Canada) Ltd. 
81 Curlew Drive 
Don Mills, Ontario 
WA 2Rl 
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McRobbie’s pedestrian ‘stanzas plod 
along until there is no beginning and no 
end. Aside from the title, there isn’t too 
much happening in this collection.* 

Christopher Wileman’s The Bar- 
barian File is concerned with tbe vati- 
ous atavistic impulses of an imaginary 
chamcrerwho. like Berryman’s Henry. 
experiences the civilized world only to 
transform his impressions into a kind of 
riNtiiStiC myth-making. a ceremony of 
emotions, as it were. Thus we have the 
“barbarian” in all his archetypal 
guises, sowing hi word. 

Wise&n’s poems Lang on the edge 
of fantasy. They are mostly rhythmless 
in construction. and rely. to a great. 
extent. on certain shockdevices such as 
violent imagery and slang: “I’ll get 
tbe bastards/this time he said/and build 
a fuckinglgreat robot/and set ;it 
loose. . . .” For some peculiar rea&n 
these lines fail m ignite my ccapuscles. 
They completely lack what I would rev- 
erently term the poetic. And tit of 
the otherpieces in this collection m no, 
different. Them is, however, one par- 
ticularly good and-jock poem called 
“The Quarterback.” 

As if to substantiate his “noble sav- 
age” theme and totally immerse him- 
self in his creadon. Wiseman has even 
included epigraphs from Kail Shapiro, 
Helen MacInnes, Saul Bell&v, and 
John Barryman. Such singleminded 
devotiori fo his hero is exemplruy, even 
if somewhat neurotic. But it’s unfortu- 
nate that Wiseman’s poems don’t live 
up to the exhortations of these writers. 
The poems are pretentiously dull, 
muddled with third-mm metaphysics, 
and exude an academic vicariousness 
that wants to live dangerously clich& 
R’s enough to make the most stolid 
reader dam the barb&on N come out 
of his office hiding-place. The Bdr- 
burian Fife is just chat: all paper clips 
and mucilage -and no muscle. 

He & She is a pamphlet of Douglas 
Barbour’s love poems. Aftet reading 
them I’m afraid the Muse Emto would 
blush in disgrace. Wbahar these poems 
lack in music, language, imagery, and 
emotion. they make up for in egotism. 
The diction is hackneyed and often an 
amalgam of the phmseoIogy of pop 
tunes. Their cloying subjectivity 
numbs the soul. and the lines jerk 
across the page as iP to give one the 
impression of a person reading aloud 
while he’s running. Barbour seems in- 
capable of writing a lihe more than four 
words long. Perhaps the poems in this 
collection should have’been left in the 
drawer along with his otb& work 
sheets. 0 

r Laying it 
on the bar 

Co&s and Trials: A Multi- 
disciplinary Approach, edited by 
M. L. Friedland, U of T Press, 161 
pages, 94.95 paper. 

By AR’IJIURMALO~Y 

DEAN P~I~~DLAND has once again con- 
. hibuted greatly N Canadian legal litera- 
ture in this intere@ng collection of arti- 
cles he has edited. The papers originate 
from a series of lectures given at the 
University of Toronto Law School. As 
Friedland states in h\s prefacz 

ti pulpase of lhii mkctim of papers 
. . 10 put it quite simply cl1 10 show Ihnl 
non-lawyus can make I significam con- 
mibudon to *e study of @al insdmdanr. 
Each papa looks 81 Ihe judicial system 
horn L different penpecdve and hereby 
givelberudcrabEuawdemmldingd 
he. ins@uion studied. 

The book conlains the views of nine 
non-lawyers who comment on the 
workingsofoursystemofjustice, look- 
ing at it from the perspective of their 
different areas of #cademia expertise. 
As a laviyer. I found it refreshing 10 
observe our judicial system from these 
nine different vantage points., 

Reginald Allen, a philosopher and 
classicist, writes of the t&l of Sociates 

in 39q B.C. It is interesting to note the 
similarity between Athenian criminal 
-procedureand that of our own today. In 
his paper he stresses the importance of 
the principle of legality and the ideal of 
procedural fairness. 

The next paper is ‘by Professor 
AnaNl Rapoport, well known for his 
work on game theory. Hi historical 
approach to the; adversary system is en- 
titled “Theories of Conflict Resolution 
and the Law.” He discusses the Marx- 

Both sensitiwe and sensible, 
Dften witty, always compas 
donate and etilnentl reada- 
i/e, Lovat Dickson’s I fe of the Y 
‘amous lesbian novelist of the 
192O!s and 30’s is, I believe, 
mother &u/y ma]or achleve- 
nent by one of our finest biog- 
.aphere:’ 

SNOW GEESE 

Breathtaking photography 
and wonderful stories accom. 

k 
any the research of the 
artletts InW the mlgratlon 

pattern of ’ Canada’s wild 

Es 
ase from as far as’kludson 

ay and the Arctic Islands to 
the Gulf df Mexico and Texas. 

99.95 
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ist theory of law and expresses the opin- 
ion that the adversary system reflects 
the ethics of the “free enterprise” sys- 
tem. According 10 Rapoport, the adver- 
sary system, like the capitalist system, 
is based on the theory that the clash of 

. competing interests will result in justice 
being done. 

Anthony Doob, a psychologist, de- 
monstrates in his paper “Psychology 
and Evidence,” what contributiohs 

I 
I 

psychologists can make to the legal 
pmccss. He concludes: 

Itishly Illustrated with cwer 900 photos. 
s book recreates the excillng days of 
sl. Big Bear, Dumont and the Metis 
Id nativs people rvho fought wilh them. 
ws al owlhe-spot - have Ia- 
lltsd In a very different Riel than wa 
IVB sss” before. 

iB pp. L&e tbrmat 
‘.95 pa.. $14.95 cloth 
3K FOR DIBPLAV PDBTERS 

I 
The co”” should [not] turn LD the 

[ 
psych&gist nalxar dletiu0ffac1. The 

’ psycbologirlirno mncakilledatddl than 

1 
is anyone else. All the psychologist an 

I do is aid the caun in giving rhe pmper 
..I weight 10 cumin kinds of evidence. 

The famous case of Regina vs. 
Stephen Truscott is analyzed by phil- 
osopher and part-time psychoanalyst 
Charles Hanly in his article “Psycho- 
pathology of the Trial Process.” Pm- 
fessor Hanly examines five psychoana- 
lytic principles and applies them to thi 
psychological issues that an likely to 
arise for jurors during the course of the 
trial. The view of a non-lawyer such as 
Hanly. an expert in his field, about the 
operation of the jury system as he 
examined it in the Truscott case is im- 
mensely interesting to lawyers like my- 
self who strongly favour the retention 
of the system. I would dislike it in- 
tensely if his proposal that the members 
of the jury be drawn fmm a pool of 
experts were carried out. 

Both Professors Doob and Hanly 
make the point that the recent amend- 
ment to the Criminal Code prohibiting 
jurors from discussing what went on in 
the jury mom. make it extremely 
difficult, if not impossible, to study our 
jury’system. I was disturbed about this 
amendment. As long as jurors felt they 
were under no compulsion after a case 
had been decided to discuss what had 
motivated them, we had a source of 
valuable information about a vital area 
of the administration ofjustice. 

Two political scientists examine jud- 
icial power in.oursystem. Peter Russell 
argues that our courts exercise political 
power in his paper “Judicial Power in 
Canada’s Political Culture..” Professor 

194pp. Donald Smiley’s paper makes the point 
illustrated 
5395 papar 

that Parliament. not the Canadian 

$8.95 cloth 
Judiciary, should make decisions R- 
garding human rights. He concludes: 

Elected politicians working within im*~- 
vimnmenIofpublicdir~i~s~dd.brrc 
me well equipped Ia deal wisely with 
qucrdons of human rights. 11 is ycrto be 
demonsaaled that Ibe Cmwlian judiciary 
can do beuer. 

plaurebook history of his inspiring life. 
rallable in English and French lor ages 
I and up. 
uge format. 80 pp., 111 frames. 
I.00 pa., 56.95 cloth. 
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!n the next article, James Giffen, 
who is in my opinion one of this 

counhy’s beat sociologists, is disturbed 
about the ineffectiveness of theexisting 
machinery in our&iminal courts and in 
the judicial mechanism generally for 
dealing with problems of alcohol and 
dtug addiction. Since so many of the 
cases that come before our courts am 
concerned with addiction in these areas _ 
and are diitIy related to them, it is an 
important indictment of the system to 
say that existing procedural methods 
a inadequate. This reasoned c ~‘ticism 

‘I, by a non-lawyer renowned in h &Id 
should not be ignored. 

Donald Dewees examines the role’ 
that courts have played in the past and 
can play in future.in regulating private 
economic behabiour. He deals primar- 
ily with the problems courts encounter 
in coping with environmental law and 
anti-combines legislation. 

The final mticle in the bookis written 
by historian Kenneth h&Naught and is 
entitled “Political Trials and the Cana- 
dian Political Tradition.” He discusses 
a number of famous Canadian political 
trials and voices the opinion that in this 
area the court system has been most 
effective. He argues that the rejection 
by Canadian murts of the usqof viol- 
ence by any entity other than the state 
and their refusal to become agents of 
social change has resulted in an “en- 
couragement of democratic party or- 
ganizationand, indeed,of~multi-party 
system which is distinctively Cana- 
dian.” 

In the. preface Priedland writes: “I 
hope that this series will serve to stimu- 
late other non-lawyers - and lawyers 
- to study the legal system.” Ai3e.r 
reading the example of his most recent 
work, I am certain his hope will be 
realized. ,D 

Not as the’ Crow Flies, by Terry 
Shortt. McClelland &Stewart, illos- 
trated by the author, 255 pages, 
$12.95 cloth. 

By ARNOLD BD~ROUGH 

B~RDWATCH~NG IS not one of my hob- 
bies. As between a sparrow and a 
thrush, no problem. But the distine 
tions between a medium ground finch 
and a purple finch beats me. Yet Terry 
Shorn, who is now the chief of the 
exhibits department at the Royal On- 
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tario Museum, has spent his life mak- 
ing such distinctions, collecting the 
more interesting ones and then putting 
them on display for all. He has pursued - 
his quarry in most places of the world 
and in Not (IS rhe Cm6 Flies herelives 
some incidents in what he modestly 
describes as “a life’rime of adventure in 
exotic and untamed lands.” 

He bags a huge bald eagle on the 
Yatuk River in Alaska and gets black- 
fly fever as well; stumbles on a tired 
bushmaster snake in Trinidad; is scup- 
pered by a bikini in Africa (it has to do 
with flamingoas): and is driven mad by 
Indian officialdom. (“\Ve should have 
areply in a week isn’t it?“) 

Through it all, he shows a zest for 
life that is infectious. and an eye for 
detail that is insatiable. For example: 
“Once they [siafu ants] fasten their 
enormous pincers into flesh they never 
release them even if the body is tom 
away from the head. The people of the 
Budongo, with typical human in- 
genuity, have turned this characte&tic 
to their advantage: they use the ants to 
sutwe wounds. Once the jaws of the 
living ant have dmwitogetber the flesh 
and skin, dte head is snipped off still 
clinging firmly like a surgeon’s clip.” 

Butitishiistyletbatmarkstheman: 

To ray there was a flock of flamingos. a 
duvng. P multitude oi swarm would be m 
unde,xswemw,c there was a c,qcrtioa of 
flami~ocs. a vast pink bmadloom of 
damingoes. so denrcly packed that h was 
dmon imporsible 10 see singles for the 
mass. The hulalion fmm the aImon Aid 
crush-of biti under Ihe brigbL sun blurred 
and dmzled ,be eyu and stuned the 
SS!SS. 

‘And when marooned on a rock by a 
bear. he writes: 

I ,,,y i10 “a as m hound’s em, and he 
dmpped back on all fours. I had often “nd 
of people who. in Main circumsmnca. 
fewed dmr their heanbena cmdd be heaM. * 
I was now one of them. I could feel and 
hear mine. They sounded like the madnp 
hoou of a blue grouse mcster. 

Eccentric, sometimes overblown, 
Shont’s adventures are like an adult 
Churns story. But for all his attention to 
detail, his endless cataloguing of dif- 
ferent species (“we could just hear the 
squeak of a granulated toad”), he has a 
saving sense of humour: 

iv, discovered a whilvthmaled leaf- 
scraper. P small. canhy bmwbcoloum! 
birdrexmbliyin iuxlionr aliltlethrush. 
It wasn’t renping Icaves; so, I added it to 
my speck1 lin of “silly-asr” bhd names. 
(I’ve never sten il nuthatch hatching a II% 
a kuwnnquil quiuiy il bunma, a planlain- 
earer dinii al rme. a amdh~rr chop 
ping wood. and ceminly MI II leaflove 
being rmomur witi Ihe felt!) 
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lnflatian 
Unions 
Business. 
They’reoneveryo~~e’smtnds 
aadthey’retlmmughlydh 
cuuedinrhe~enewfaUbcwks 
from James Laimer & 
company. 

Inflation or 
Depression 
CY GGNIGK 
CanCansdabeat&flstionmd 
awlddepr~~ian?Dlstln5ulshsringuiihcd 
economorsndcdimrCy G-c&k 
aualySesthirquwicasndsl&2~ 
tbstcsmdamayhcer~ 
economic crisis, wlrh the cycle 
between inRadon and de&don 
geolngshorter. 
st5ehnb/57.95paper 
Availablenow 

Canada’s 
Unions . 
ROBERT L&KEN 
RabertLaxerbawrlttaaDomPir 

The History of 
Canadian 
Business ' 
TGMNAYLGG 

All in all, Nor (IS rhe Crow Flies is a 
sort of extended .Bl&kwoods. as 
Blackwoods used to be in the old days. 
The perFect present for a birdwatcher 
and a super hostess gitt for a counhy 
weekend. It should be by every cottage 
master-bed. 0 

Th m’s no 
. business like 
sowbusiness 

The Politics of Food, by Don 
Mitchell, James Lorimer & Cam- 
Pany, 235 Pages, $11 cloth and $4.95 
paper. 

i 

By CLARENCE G. RBDEKOP 

THE AFTEARANCB oFthis book at a time 
of rapid and continuous escalation of 
food prices is most opportune for 
those wishing to gain some measure of 
understanding of the operations of the 
food industry. In The Pofifics of Food. 
Don Mirchell has analyzed some of the 
corporate, political, and intemadonal 
forces that have been responsible for 
the sudden inflation in Food costs after 
several dccadesofremarkablestability. 
In the process he clarifies tbe Eugene 
Whqlen-Beryl Plumptre dispute over 
the usefulness of marketing boards, the 
various national and international 
forces at work forcing up the prices of 
bread, beef, and dairy products, and the 
confused and ineffectual role of the 
Federal government in antempting tb 
blunt tbe price increases. 

what emerges should hardly be sur- 
prising to anyone remotely Familiar 
with the Functioning of the Food indus- 
try. Farmers and producers in general 
have not benefited markedly fium the 
continuing price increases 9s they re- 
main caught - as they have been For 
decades -in the cost-price squeeze of 
rising costs of production outstripping 
the return received From the salep of 
theirpmduce. It is the misfortune of the 
producer to be squeezed by the power- 
ful forces of agribusiness at both ends 
of supply and sale. The ever-increasing 
domination of the Food industry by a 
Few large international firms charac- 
terized by horizohtal and vertical cor- 
porate integration has resulted In Ihe 
creation of an agribusiness oligopoly 
that is practically immune From the 

forces of supply and demand. Their 
corporate’ power enables them to u- 

’ hblish both the selling priFe of Farm 
machinery. fuel, fertiliir, and feed 
and the buying price of grain. beef, and 
dairy products. Like the oil industty. 
the profits of agribusiness have been ’ 
rising significantly faster than the rate 
of inflation: 

While Mitchell demonstrates con- 
.vincingly that the plight of the producer 
remains precarious and that the con- 
sumer ripoff by the food-industry 
giants cominues. the book is marred by 
several defects. Little is said of rhe 
great waste in the packaging industry. 

. Ihe advertising, and the deteriorating 
nutritional value of the overprocessed 

. Food, all of wbiih Forces prices’ up- 
ward. In the discussion oftbe Canadian 
role in the international Food crisis, no 

,mention is made of factors beyond 
Canadian control such as the rise in oil 
prices, the population explosion, and 
the de-emphasis of agriculture in 
favour of industrial development by 
many underdeveloped counties. The 
responsibility for the creation and 
alleviation of the international Food 
shortage obviously does not rest with 
Western governments alone. 

In addition, Mitchell devotes only 
three pages to recommendations on 

‘how 10 restmcmte the food industry. 
Taken individually, most of his 12 
proposals ate eminently sensible. But 
as an entire package the recommenda- 
tions are utterly utopian. The proposal 
to have an integrated “state-owned 
Food industry” fmm farm supply, pm 
duction, processing, and retailing is 
totally unrealistic, given the Canadian - 
social and political milieu. Nor is it 
necessarily desirable. Total centralized 
control over the entire Food-producing 
industry wouldpmbablyresult in man. 
rawer than less, Farmer/worker aliena- 
tion, endless reams of bureaucracy and; 
red tape, and a drop in production. In-’ 
stead, the logic of Mitchell’s book 
points as much in the dbzction of a 
return to greater capitalist competition 
(for agribusiness). although Mitchell’s 
own ideological position would pmba- \ 

\ 

bly rule this out. Thii wc@d involve 
vigorous anti-combii action by the 

, 

government to break up the agribusi- 
ness oligopoly and create market corn- 
petiiion. as well as drastically increased 
consumer protection against the 
profiteering practices ofthe food-indus- * 
try giants. Although the government 
has shown no inclination that it has the 
stomach to Force through legislation of 
this kind, the option, nevertheless, re- 
mains much more practical than that of 
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Explains how railways in NortF~ Amerfoa came to be so &rent From those in 
Sdtain:howstra~gicconsiderationsinfluencedeadyworkonthecontinentof 
Eu’mpe: and much else right up to today. Cdnsiderable Canadian content In 

TEENANDNOMT 
both text and pictures. Never before has there been a train book suoh as this, 
so Full of revealing anecdotes and dramatic detail, and none so generously 
illustrated Fmm sources all over the world. 

A World History over 300 i//ustrations including 24 in fill co/our. 

0. s. Neck 236 31052 8 $?a00 

PI ONEEIQs A superb book for all mountetn-lovers, setting an assembly of First-hand 
descrtpttons of epic climbs into an account of the two hundred years of 

The Stoly of lklountaineering 
mountatneertng history -to theCaucasus, New Zealand, the Rockies, and 
Andesand,fiy, theHi~yaP,,sohigh,soinaccessible.so~at~~ 

FranCiS KSSn/SySi& Over 200 Uf&ratfons including 24 in full co&u. 

hltrOdUCtiOfI by Lord Hunt 236 31942 9 929.95 to Dec. 31.1975.937.59 thereafter 

BRITISH 
AIRCRAFT ! 

OF WORLD WAR II 

48 pages in full dour! 
These books are the first of their kind to be published on British and German 

’ aircraft of World War II. British and German aircraft as they really were. 
through magnificently reproduced fzolour photographs. . 

John Frayn Turner 
ntroduced by Douglas Bader Eachtypeofalromff isaccompaniedbyabrfef’biography’togetherwithtabfes 

GERI~I~AN 
of the most impbrtanf marks and their specifications. Them are full 
descriptions oF the achievements of these aircrafl In action. 

AIRCRAFT E:Z:Ft 

OF WORLD WAR II 
48 pages in full dour! - 

Christopher Shepherd 
Foreword by Adolf Galland 

293 99180 6 $11.95 
203 99179 2 $11.95 

FIGETIWI~I 
Histories of the main types of fightfng ships and biographies of the most 
Famous ships -of the Second World War. For instance the battleship 
biographies inolude:‘Yamato’, ‘Admiral Graf Spee: ‘Sohamhorst’, ‘Sismarck: nrrrnm ‘HMS Duke of York’, ‘USS Alabama’, ‘HMS Warspite’, ‘USS Texas’, ‘Kongo’. 

SHws main ships. 
There are also charts providing the most important specifications of all the 

OF WORLD WAR II 100 i//ustrations. tab/es, chmrmfogy. $11.95 

John Westwood 
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I REVISED , 
* 

EXPANDED ’ 
* 

UPDATED ’ 

ENCYCLOPEDIA 
for the cost conscious wine- 
lover, now extensively revised 

~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~d~~~~d_ 

ed (province-by-province Besb 

Buys, more super recipes, new 
money-saving ideas and tough- 
minded assessments of each 
province’s liquor policies). 

“If you want to enjoy good 
food and wine without bank- 
rupting yourself, get this pleas 
antly full-bodied little book.” 

. 

Available in paperback at 
better bookstores, S3.95. 

PETER MARTIN ASSOCIATES 

35 Britain Street, Toronto 
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demanding the nationalization of the 
entire food industry. 

The book contains numerous useful 
1 charts and graphs, although those on 
inter-corpora= ownership are neither 
well-constructed nor particularly 
usefo1. 0 

I an aulcl 
acquaintance 

not forqot 
For Friends at Homo: A Scottish 

Emigrant’s Letters from Canada, 
California and the Cariboo, 
1844-1864, edited by Richard A. 
R&ton, McGill-Queen’s University 
Ress, 338 pages, $12cloth. - 

By ROBERT CARLGRRN 

Ht.WOatANS WtNo “W.Xrch 0” the 
early days of European settlements in 
Caneda am professionally obligated to 
read and evaluate a plethora of 
primary-source documents, relatively 
few of which would be likely to appeal 
to the general reader’s taste. For 
Friendsat Home. a collectior of letters 
and diary excerpts dating from 
1844-1864, is unusual inasmuch as it 
provides &e sort of circumstantial a= 
count of places and events that 
specialists revel in, yet is written in a 
vigorous, sinewy, sometimes eloquent 
pmse @at should satisfy anyone who 
appreciates narrative skill and refuses 
to be put off by erratic spelling and 
occesionally vagrant syntax. 

James Thomson, who wrote the 
d&y and most of the letters, was a 
baker’s apprentice who emigrated to 
Canada from his native Scotland in 
1844. He stopped 6rst to work at his 
trade in Montreal, the” moved on to 
Edwardsburgh. a township in the 
Upper St. Lawrence Valley. Depressed 
condifions in Canada next promited 
him to try Chicago, where he worked as 
a derk in a lumber yard, in 1850. he set 
oat for the California gold 8elds by the 
overland route. Having worked there at. 
mining, lumbering. and baking, he re 
turned m Canada in 1853 with money 
enough to buy a farm’?” Edwardsburgh. 
His subsequent marriage to a local girl 
produced five child”?“. In 1862, he re 
sumed hissearch for gold, this time in 
British Columbia’s Cariboo country, 
but was unsuccessful .and returned to. 
spend the rest of his life in Edwards- 

burgh, eventually becoming reeve of 
hi town. He died in 1895 at the age of 
72. 

But a bare summary of Thomson’s 
life in the New World conveys nothing 
of the book’s descriptive richness nor 
of &Z man’s character - a blend of 
doughty practicaljty, perseverance, ~ 
Presbyterian piety, generosity, and 
stoical endurance in the.face of dis- 
appointment, loneliness, pain, and 
death. At the time of the ghastly potato 
famine in Britain end Ireland, he sub- 
scribed more thao a week’s pay for 
overseas relief. For years he sent large 
sums home to Scotland towards the 
support of his impoverished relatives, 
until finally he brought them out to 
Canada and established them at 
Edwardsburgh. Not that such moral 
earnestness impaired his sense of 
humour; he reports that when a tele- 
graph line wss being strong near town, 
certain people who were “not over- 
stocked with scientific knowledge” 
speculates that “a letter will be put bi 
the wire and pulled along with a 
string,” while others wondered “how 
will it get past the top of the poles 
without being tom and how will i! do 
in a heavy shower.” 

Although Thomson’s ge”emusly ao 
commodating temperament allowed 
hi to appreciate the merits and attrac- 
tions of the many places he saw in the 
course of hi travels; he never seriously 
considered settling anywhere but in 
Canada. He seems to have been capti- 
vated right at the outset; Qaibec City, 
Montreal, -Niagara, and the St. Law- 
rence Valley all receive their individual 
tributes in Thomson’s Kvid, heavily 
cadent4 prose. The contrasts between 
the emigrant’s excellent prospects in 
Canada and the dismal stagnation of 
Britain is a persistently recurrent 
theme, eve” though he loved Scotland 
and was proud of his mcestry. 

The letters often close with a prayer 
or a piecb of dious reflection. and to tbe 
modern ear Thomson’s Bible- 
flavoured rhetoric is apt to sound quaint 
if not bizarre. But be was e&ely sin- 
cere -a good man whose religion was 
no mere conventional pietism. For 
Friends at Home is tbe kind of book 
that leaves the reader with a sense of 
loss; one can. it seems, care about a 
ma” long since separated from us by 
“the narrow line that divides time from 
eternity.” 0 \ 
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MIKE 
The Memoirs of the 
Rt. Hon. Lester B. Pearson 
Volume 3 

Th~cVolume BoxedS+t 
ThetbrcevolumesoftheP~~g 
memoirs are now avaiW2le in a baud- 
some slipcase. The ideal gift $44.50 

DIEFENBAKER 
IeadershipGained 19564963 
PETER STUBSBERG 

Here is the story of the Difenbaker eta. 
as wld by those who helped 10 shape it. 
Herejoumalitr. members of Diifen- 
baker’a&ina, hbaidida,andhispolidcaI 
~pponenlrgiverheirpersonalaceDu*rs 
of the mm and hir first six yeas in pow 
The book offers no simple cxplsnnions, 
no single mn~ Ihe varying views of 
thme imet+ewed are faicbfidly recorda 
and any judgment or a.wssment is 
left 10 the reader. This is the firstoftwo 
volumes of living hisrory- Fresh, vim5 
and m.mpelling. Sl5.00 
P&C< aIc ,llov ‘Vg~Ycd ~, liln.2 oFp&cxlml 

Universitv of Toronto Press 

How Rzarsot~ 
wa[fledl on 
nationalism 

Mike: The Memoirs of the Right 
Honourable Lester. B. Pearson, 
Volume III, edited by John A. 
MmuoandAlexLIng6s,UofT 
Press, 338 pap, $15 cloth. 

By JfM LAXER 

THE T”HIRD VOLVMB of the Pearson 
memoirs provides as with an’ intimate 
record of the former prime minister’s 
polidcal priorities aad concerns daring 
the years of his greatest power - 1958 
to 1968. Three majorthemes dominatez 
CanadiarrAmerican r&dons; federal 
relations with Quebec; and Pearson’s 
attitude to political organization and 
political campaigning daring a period 
when petty scandals and personal bit-. 
temess tainted Canadian politics. 

On Petion’s mind a good deal ofthe 

’ 
time, appropriately enough. was 
Canada% relationship with the United 
States. The memoirs demonstrate that 
in his retirement years after 1968. Pear- 
son became concerned about how the 
nation would evaluate hi mle in help 
ing or hindering the emergeace of 
Canadian nationalism and msistaaceto 
American domination of Canada - 
currems that began fo develop during 
his years as Liberal leader. The 
memoirs record the following paradox 
while Pearson; in retrospect. wanted us 
to believe that he basically s&d Wal- 
ter Gordon’s concern with the need to 
free Canada from American conl101. 
the volume’s treatment of events shows 
us mat a( every tom Pear& sided with 
the cdnservative wing of the cabinet 
against Gordon. Pearson justified this 
by claiming that a political leader, par- 
‘ticulnrly a Liberal leader, has to act as a 
balanc; between the pmgressive and 
the conservative wings of his party, 
While his sympathies were with 
Gordon’s objectives. his instinct for 
political power meant tir as the years 
went by he came 10 see Gordon in- 
creasingly as a potential embarass- 
ment to the party. Pearson candidly 
tells us that his motivadon in bringing 
Gordon back inlo the cabinet in 1966 
was to prevent public criticism of the 
government by the former finance 
minister and to&event the public fmm 
concluding that the party had moved to 
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the right. The tone of Pearson’s com- 
ments about Gordon confirms the ap- 
proach to the relationship between the 
two me” taken in Denis Smith’s biog- 
nphy ofGordon. published in 1973. 

Pearson’s treatment of Gordon 
tlowed from the Liberal leader’s highly 
developed sense of Canada’s place in 
a” American-dominated world. Pear- 
son fully and openly accepted the fact 
that Canada was tied to American 
leadership in both domestic and world 
affairs. Thus the government’s failure 
to proceed with an effective program of 
npatriation of the nation’s economy or 
its decision to maintain lhe Canadian 
stat”s of Time and Reader’s Digest 
flowed from fears of retaliation from 
the U.S. 

In world affairs. Pearson believed 
that whether the U.S. behaved for good 
or for ill there was little that Canada 
could do beyond attempts to modify the 
tone of America” policies from time to 
time. For Pearson, John Kennedy rep- 
resented the “good” liberal Americ+ 
that he could easily identify with while 
Lyndon Joilnso” personified a boorish. 
uncouth America that was profoundly 
disturbing. Pearson’s trip to Hyannis 
Port to visit Kennedy shortly after the 
Liberal victory in 1963 is a happy 
moment. contrasting sharply with ‘B 
later visit to the LBJ ranch, where the 
Canadian prime minister was met with 
the presidential greeting: “We are SO 
happy to have Mr. Wilson hv with 
us.” 

But for Pearson, American leader- 
ship was both inevitable and accept- 
able, whether it was of the liberal or the 
uncouth variety. He was deeply fearful 
that Johnson’s Vietnam policies could 
lead to a wider conflia, yet his strong- 
est criticisms of American actions were 
always contained within a basic accep- 
clnce of the U.S. role in Southeast 
Asia. In 1965, when Pearson made hip 
famous Speech in Philadelphia calling 
for a U.S. pause in the bombing of 
North Vietnam, he was summoned to 
Camp David for a meeting with.LBJ. 
The American president was furious 
with him. Pearson noted in his diary: 
“If there had not been a kind of ‘et fa, 
Brute’ feeling about the assault. with- 
oat any personal unpleasantness of any 
kind. I weld have felt almost like 
Schuschnigg before Hider a[ Berchtes- 
gaden!” 

On his return to Ottawa, Pearson 
penned a long letter to LBI, which re- 
vealed that his criticism of American 
policy in Vietnam was merely taitical * 
and not hmdamental. Explaining that 
he had to deal with criticism of U.S. 

mlicy within Canada and that this had 
nolivated his speech in Phiidelphia, 
‘ratson stated: 

Further co”6rmation that Pearson’s 
:areful treatment of the U.S. was based 
on his appreciation of Amerikan power 
was evident in his ‘totally different 
treatment ‘of Frknch President Charles 
de Gaulle during the general’s famous 
Montreal visit in 1967. When de Gaulle 
compared his’trip to Montreal to the 
liberation of Paris in 1944 and shouted 
“Vive Ie Quebec libre,” Pearson had 
no doubts about meeting thii challenge 

rebuke. 
Volume III of the Pearson memoirs is 

a work of significance for historians as 
well as an illuminating book for g&ml 
readers. The volume is drawn from a 
number of sources: an uncompleted 
manuscript written by Pearson in the 
last months of his life, ‘transcripts of 
interviews done by the CBC; segments 
from a partial diary; and exceqts from 
HailsaId. 

The editors ax to be congratulated 
on their preparation of a volume that is 
~herently organized and that retains 
the freshness and candourof Pearson’s 
own words. 0 
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By Great Waters: A Newfound- 
hod and.Labrador Anthology from 
1003 to the Present, edited and intm- 
dwed by Peter Neary and Patrick 
O’Ftaherty, The Social History, of 
Canada series, U of T Press, 262 
pages, $3.95 paier. 

By ANNE ROCHE 

“*vtNo NYSELF grown up on school- 
books that maintained against all 
scoffing Newfoundland’s claim to be 
the site of the Viking Vinland. I can 
imagine the sense of quiet pleasure it 
must have given Newfoundland schol- 
ars Neary and OTlaherty to be able to 
open rheir anthology of writings about 
their province with that passage tium 
the aacient Norse Virdand SagFs that 
celebrates .rhe discovery of the New 
World by Leif the Lucky in 1003. A 
very satisfying little piece of one-up- 

-m IS 
iiatory comes alive when viewed 
hrough the @raonelitles who make it. 
‘he Cenadians ia a continuing series.ol 
mperback biographies ol msn.acd 
momen who have made signillcant con- 
rrlbuliotw to the hlltory and cultora of 
Zanada. Each book, 64 pages. 

Coming thisfall: . 
Timothy Eaton 
David Thompson 
Nellie h!cClu”g 

Mready Published: NEXWKIW 
3rahap Ball. Norma” Bethune. Emily 
%,rr, Casimfr Gao+vsN. Allan Napier 
HacNab. Sam McLaugh!jn. William 
Hamilton Men%. Eg&ton Ryerso”. Laura 
Semnl, Elizabelh Slmcoe. 

a~~izzzares 
Fit&my & Whiteside Limited 

150 Lamill Rd. Don Mil!S. Ont. 

The Poetry OF Modera Quebec: A” 
Anthology edited and translated by 
Frank Cogswell. 
The development of French poe”y in 
Canada during the past threedecades is 
represented by the works oftwenty wril- 
as who reflect tha changing social and 
political climate of Quebec. Major in- 
no\pators, and highly individualistic 
writers are also included tb give a com- 
prehensive view of lhe scope and depth 
of French poe”y in this coatmy. 
Paper $3.95 

The Forest by Georges Bugnet. tmnS- 
lated by David Carpenter. 
E. K. Brown writing in ;hc Winnipeg 
Free Press. described h as “the fines! 
novel of the Canadian West . . . a great 
andlragicbook ti”e~outofeaperie”cc 
controlled by reflection.” It relates the 
uagic strny of a young urban Frenchman 
and his wife who pioneer bejxmd the end 
ofsteal. Paper $2.50 

1 
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m;mship on the nn of Canada. We may 
have lost John Cabot to Cape Breton, 
but the axhzblogical discoveries of the 
Ingstads at L’Anse-aux-Meadows in 
northern Newfoundland. in 1960 
strongly suggest that Cabot was a 
Johnny-come-lately. “The Maiiiland” 
is welcome to him. 

ByGrear Wafers is pti of the SW, 
cial History of Canada series under the 
general editorship of Michael Bliss. It 
consists mostly of first-hand accounts 
of life in Newfoundkind, witb a final 
section devoted to “imaginative writ- 
ings witb Newfoundland as a setting.” 
Obviously. a collection that tdes to, 
cover the distance from the aforesaid 
Leif to the present in 250oddpages has 
to content itaclf with short and tantalir- 
ing dips intO the rich fare possible. The 
end result is necessarily unsatisfying, 
but it does manage to convey some- 
thing of the excitement, violence, and 
tragedy of the history of Newfoundland 

. and something too of the exotic flavour 
itstill retains, lateintothe20thcentury. 

It samples the vigour and optimism 
of the early explorers,. Viking, Eliza- 
bethans, and Jacobeans, and remem- 
bers that Newfoundland w&z for cen- 
turies a theatre in the French-English 
wara. It -ants the swashbuckling of 
pirate Peter Easton, who held a gover- 
nor of. Newfoundland captive for 11 
weeks. It recalls meetings with two 
doomed forms of native life - the tirst 
encounter of Jacques Cattier with the 
wingless great auk in 1534. the last 
glimpse of the tragic aboriginal Be& 
thuck in 1823. There are a couple of 
fine ballads and u typically grandilo- 
quent flight by Joey Smallwood. 

Less satisfying is the sampling of 
modern writings about Newfoundland. 
No doubt it was their fear that Arthur 
Scammell’s “Squid Jiggin’ Ground” 
had been over-anthologized that led the 
editors to choose instead hi “Six 
Horse-Power Coaker,” but the form& 
is much the better. funnier song, and 
probably unknown to most Canadians. 
Also. anyone who didn’t hear Ted Rus- 
sell inimitably read his “Chronicles of 
Uncle Mose” on the radio will pmb- 
ably not catch their delicious flavour in 
the selection included here. But Paul 
West’s impression of Newfoundland 
- .‘. . . a community of Irish mystics 
cut adrift on the Atlantic, talking an 
arcane incomprehensible language and 
tending lo make no vowel sounds at 
all” -is pcrccptive. as is his warning 
that “not all is idyll.” a warning that 
visitors lo Newfoundland would do 
well to remember. 

It doesn’t do to be sentimental about 

Newfoundland. The harsh reality that 
drove away the first colon&s was 
finally too much for latter-day romanti- 
cist F&y Mowat. when his idealized 
“race apart . . . these men who do not 
properly belong in our time” lfehaved 
badly towards a big fish, he savagely 
repudiated them. He is represented in 
the collection by an undistinguished. 
&ly piece that is far from his best 
writing about Newfoundland. The tm- 
enthusiastic choice probably reflects 
the hurt feelings of Newfoundlandem at 
his tirade. 

The best ok tbe modem selections is 
the splendid and terrifying excerpt from 
Franklin Russell’s The Secret Islands. 
an accounr of the author’s visit to the 
Funks, the islands of the great auks. It 
was good teresd it again. Russell’s 
book is a model of unsentimental tit- 
fig about nature and about Newfound- 
land. ‘Anyone who hasn’t read it, 
should. - 

There is one curious and serious 
omission from this antholohv. Anvone 
reading it for what it inter& an over- 
view of the history of Newfoundland, 
wouldn’t gather that Newfoundland 
had becomi: pat? of Canada in 1949. 
Tbe Confedkration debate produced 
oceans of bitter elqquence, some of 
which might have been reproduced 
here. Perhaps theeditors simply forgot: 
St. John’s_men have always found it 
bard to repember that intelligent 1jf.q 
qists beyond the Avalon Peninsula. 

But ‘all in all, By Grear Wafers is a 
useful addition% a popular histbry of 
Canada. Cl 

Pro. and 
conurbation 

Cities of Canada, Volume I:. 
Theoretical, Iiistoi-icol, ‘and Plan- 
ning Perapeetivcs. by George A. 
Nader, Macmillan, 404 pages, 
SS95cloth. 

Contemporary .Cathedrals, by 
Robert W. Collier, Rawest Hoose, 
201 pages, $6.50 paper. 

By FREDERICK Ii. ARMsTRONG - 

THE MCRhASlNG interest in urban 
srudies, coupled with the demand for 
books on Canadian topics, naturally 
presents publishers with a challenge - 
and a chance for profit. So a fair deluge 
of books on Canadian citiu can be ea- 
petted. This is especially tme as them 
are almost endless gaps in our knowl- 

Bloor V&Toronto 

H&her KeUerhak-Stewart 
Atter unsuccepltily trying lo 

start a gins’ hockey .leam..law 
year-old Hilary 1x8s ridicule and 
discdminaUon belore she gets 
onto the local hockey learn and 

illustrated by Barbara Yamno 
Annie can do Ihe mDBl lmtastk 

things. fmm leaping watedaL to 
kissing the man in Ihe moon. Her 
bwl Mend Lucy. WhO makes 
radtc&. loves her glories and*“p- 
pmis he\ in the lace 01 Peler’s dis- 
cowaging remarks. 

32pp for early readers. 
Paper33.00 Cloth 38.75 . 

MiHIheMumbles~insandtwirls: 
StumMa the Snil bounces ind 
tumbles. But how can that be. 
when Mumbles only bounce and 
SMsonly spin?! 

33pp Ior early readers 
Pape62.75 Clolh93.75 
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By Christopher Ondaatje am 
Donald Skainson 

* a valuable quick reference 
-Call?a~ Herald - _ 

* It is popular history . . . concise 
and attractive biographies of ou 
Prime Ministers 

-Kingsron Whigsrondon 

+z Now in paperback from Paguria~ 
Press Limited 

$8.95 cloth $3.95paper 

by Morton Shuiman 
From the moment of his appointment 
in 1963 as Chief Coroner of Toronto. 
Dr. Shulman brought his extraordi- 
nary energy to bear upon a variety of 
hazards to public safefy and sscurfiy. 
which in previous years had .been 
overkmked or ignored or wered up. 
He beliwedthatthe coronehjobwas 
not memly to d&tine the causes of 
unnatural dealhs. but to take steps to 
prevent similar deafhs in the future. 
Apparently fearless In pursuing hls 
objectlves. he et various times 
clashed with civic and provincial 
leaders. Dr. Shutman tells of these 
years with a gusto and pace which 
make for compulsive reading. lltus- 
trated rvith cado.n~s. 99.95 

avellebfe at be- 

F= 
Ffkbemy & Wbtteside Lfffe 
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edge’ of Canadian urbanization. The 
difficulty is that some premature ,or 
inCOiIIf&elY oreoared works mav well 
make -thei; appearance; both these 
books suffer from such faults. 

George A. Nader’s Cities of Gmada 
is described as the first volume of an 
exhaustive examination of Canadiin 
urbanization. It is to be followed by a 
second ,volume containing profiles of 
I5 Canadian urban centres. Here 
Nader. a geographer from Trent Uni- 
versity, takes on three topics: the 
theoretical basis of urban development; 
thehistory of Canadian’ urbanization; 
and planning perspective’s. Each would 
seem to require an expert on the field, 
dr mther a team of experts, especially 
considering the lack of material on 
Canadian cities. 

The iirst question facing tbe reviewer 
is who is the intended audience? The 
attractive dust jacket, with its descrlp. 
tive notes, appears to be aimed at the 
general reader, but the volume reads 
like a text, coinplete with tables, dia- 
grams, unnecessary jargon, .and even 
some mathematical formulas. It is 
economically oriented. statistical, and 
in places repetitive. In short. this book 
is not for the general reader with an 
intemst in urbanization. Any pmspec- 
live purchaser is warned to bmwse 
through tbe first section; the conclusion 
to chapter one on page 39 is an example 
of tbe style at its worst. 

For the student, however, the book . . . . 

recent projects, the author states that 
the mseamh was basically done in 
1969. The case s&lies have been up- 
dated, but tbe book still reads like a 
government report. which, carefully 
balances II studies chosen from seven 
cities ranging from Halifax to Van- 
COUWI-. 

The inclusion of examples from all 
tbe maior regions has meant that there 
can be-no att&npt to &oup the projects 
by types. Thus a single large sttucture 
set on a finite piece of land, such as 
Place Bonavcaure in Monh4. is not 
differentiated in treatment from the 
multi-towered St. James Town in To. 
mnto, with its constantly expanding 
acreage. Then too, abortivepmjectsam 
ignored - except in the case of Van- 
couver, where they appear to have been 
included to complete regional covetage 
rather than to illuminate specific pmb- 
lems. Yet such projects could well illus- 
trate many difficulties related to the 
topic. Similarly, experience from out- 
side Canada is ignored. although Brit- 
ish or Amticao experience might well 
answer questions raised in the study. 
An up-to-date examination of fewer but 
caretXly selected examples, even if it 
lacked the appeal of cluss-country CO”- 
emge, might provide far more answers 
to the problems involved. ’ 

The.planners’ attitude to certain key 
questions related to the quality of life 
makes interesting reading. Is the fact 
that pedestrian malls connect tbe build- 

agam ptesems pmtuems. * potenttaJ , 
planner would not reauim all the his- 

ings underground such an advantage as 

& provided and an’historian would 
not need tbe planning data. In addition, 
much of the history section is a study of 
staple theow and seems to avoid tbe 
questions that an historian would want 
to examine. In sum, what we have here 
is a work that attempts too much and 
does not cany it off. And one that. 
while attempting to embrace all audi- 
ences, mally does not fultil tbe m 
quirements of any. 

Contemporary Cathedrals, by 
Robert Collier, a professor of plan&g 
at tbe University of British Columbia, 
is betterdestibed by its subtitle: furge 
Scald Developments in Canadian 
Cities. The analogy between the 
mediaeval cathedral and the metropoli- 
tan megastructure Has its aptness and 
the subject is certainly a topical one. 
Yet hem again one has the impression 
of a manuscript that has been 
insufficiently prepared in order to get it 
on the market. Although this is an area 
of urban development in which both 
attitudes and legislation are rapidly 
changing and them are important, more 

Collier constantly stresses, even&- 
sidering Canadian winters? Certainly, 
underground malls expedite h-aft% 
flow. But should we become a nation of 
moles while traffic man overhead? The 
frequently noted “plazas” are merely a 
euphonic name for a block covered 
with a skyscraper, or a forecourt. or a 
wide tidewalk. These am taken as a 
positive factor. hut something mori: 
gmesome than tbe “plaza” in front of 
Toronto’s Toronto-Dominion Ceatre 
would be hard to imagine, with its 
howling wind cutients. baked pave- 
ment, and Mies van der Robe’s funereal 
black glass staring down on three sides. I 
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Aesthetics are another question. One 
argument presented by developers for 
such large plans is that there can be an 
overall design. Nevertheless. one can 
walk past such examples as Lombard 
place in Winnipeg, or Place de Ville in 
Ottawa, and never realize that there 
was any overall planning. Historical 

, preservation is another neglected but 
related problem that is barely touched 

Something more gruesome than 
the “plaza’~ in front of 
Toronto.3 Toronto-Dominion 
Ceutie wouh3 be hard to ima- 
gine, with its howling wind 
currents, baked pavement, and 
Mies WI der Rohe’s funereal 
black glass stariug dowir on 
three sides. 

on. And the historical parts of the intro- 
ductions am among the weakest. (The 
Halifax Citadel was not build in the 
1860s.) But a developer who ignores 
historical monuments today is likely to 
run into difficulties. Any executive in- 
volved in the first redevelopment plan 
by Eaton’s in Toronto could probably 
give a stirring lecture on the problems 
presented by old City Halls. 

Despite these criticisms, Collier has 
chosen aa interesting topic and does 
raise many important questions. He is 
also careful to draw a moderate line 
between the positions of the developer 
end of the citizens’ groups, pointing out 
the problems raised by both. as well as 
the weaknesses and indecisivenesb of 
municipal governments. The main m- 
gret is that tbe manuscript was not ra 
worked for the book. and the oublisher 

mapsaidanindex. 0 ! 

b&G from 
the chair 

Trapped: A polio V&I’s Fight 
for Life, by Betty Ba@ster, Western 
Producer Rairie Books (P.0. Box 
2gO0, Saskatoon), 102 pages, $2.95 
DBDer. 

By KEN WAXMAN 

nits Is THE story of a Winnipeg 
woman who was crippled in the Cana- 
dian polio epidemic of 1953. and who 
has gradually readjusted herself to a 

productive fife and something ap- 
proaching a normal existence. It leaves 
me with mixed feeIings. 

On one hand, there am genuine emo- 
tions in the book. Mm. Banister tells us 
she really wanted no more from life 
than “a husband, a boy, agirl, ahome, 
a woman’s work, the cooking. tbe sew- 
ing, caring for those I loved and taking 
part in community work.” Then she 
suddenly found herself imprisoned in a 
respirator (“a tin can,” she calls it). 
She had to be taught to breathe again, 
and to relearn the things we “normal” 
people do as second nature.’ Now, 22 
years after she was struck by the dis- 
ease, she is still living at a Winnipeg 
hospital and dependent on a hand- 
conuolled wheelchair to get around. 

To add to her burdens, Mrs. Banister 
must Iive with the knowledge thatothex 
people will always have to help her 
dress and take care of her personal 
needs. She has also experienced the 
deaths of close relatives and friends. 
seljaration from her small children, and 
finally divorce from her husband. As 
she musti at one point: 

But this book is also about someone 
who went on to finish high school 
through correspondence courses in tbe 
hospital, and then learned to paint and 
see her canvases displayed and win 
prizes. It’s about a woman who joined 
the Winnipeg Writers Grou$, and suc- 
cessfully sold pieces for publication 
(this book was originally published in 
serial form in the W&era Producer), 
and who was the subject of a television 
documentary. 

Much as I can admire Mm. Banister 
for her perseverance and comage. I still 
wonder about tbe.universality of her 
experience. Does not her talent remove 
her from the status of “average” polio 
victim? Also. Mm. Banister took a 
creative writing course and the bqok 
shows it. When she starts ruminating in 
her psyche and dredging up her past, 
the writing smacks of technique. 

Finally, there’s just too much derail 
here about a very ox&nary life, a pmb- 
leni that even the biographers of Lord 
Thomson and John Bayne Maclean had 
to deal with.. When the book concefi- 
nates on Mrs. Banister and her personal 
struggle with the disease, it succeeds. 
But when we statt’hearing about her 
relatives and the members of the hospi- 
tal staff, the level sinks to an Ann Lan- 
ders-like parable. 0 

WSANNA MOODtEz Voice and,Vislon, 
zaml Sbw& Iso pp. 55.95 
L CANADIAN DON QUIXOTE; A 
DeBnttiw Blasrppby 01 John Richard- 
10x1, David R. Be&y. 400 99. raft mver 
18.95. bxd cow.r.912.95 
EXILE3 AND PIONEBRS: A Study In 
Idmtlttrr, T. E. Fmlcy. 250 pi, s4.95 
SELECTED POEMS OF WILFRED 
CAMPRZLL. ed. M Red&& Xtinck. W 
Bp.11.95 
KLEIN, cd. SQmLne b6yM: vol. 1 or a c-id- 
;,go”‘““” ot Qnadlan wdm. I22 99, 

LAMPMAN’SSONNEl3 The Complete 
Sonnets of Accktbald Lampman, 4. M;lr- 
$auI wbiaidpc. MO pp. s7.% 
9ZLRCCED PROSE OF ARCHIBALD 
LAMPMAN. e& uld wilh an intmdutdon by 
Bards nwic& I42 99, s4.93 
CHARLES 0. D. ROBERTS AND TRZ 
MFLDRNCE OF HIS nMes. lamr 
cappoll. 90 pp. 52.45 
PRIZE WtNNlNG PLAYS OF 197i, 
1973 and 1974. HI 9~. 93.95 ucb 
LAMFMAws-KATE: Late Love mms 
ob Archibatd Lpmpmaa, cd. “w whir 
d&e. 52 W. .%.95 

Nd Tkxy. Ice 

The Borealis Press Limited, 
9 Ashbm Drive, Ottawa, Ont. 

Ins.& the Easter Egg 
Stories by Marian Engel 

Strong, readable fiction about mod- 
ern marriages, families and 10% 
affaih. Some of these stories fmm 
this popular novelist have appeared 
in Chatelaine and over the CBC, but 
the majority have nwer before 
been published. 

The Burning Wood 
David Williatnr 

An epic novel about the conflict 
between Indians and whites in the 
modern West, about the quilt 
inherited from our ancestors. The 
hero, a religious young man, is 
gradually seduced by the passionate 
Indian life around him, and thmugh 
personal tragedy finds a way to 
bridge the chasm formed by history 
between the two races. A rich, 
oftan violent book, which will be 
recognized as the major Canadian 
novel of 1975. 
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For ovw lhkty-savan years Ex- 
posltlon Press publlshed book 
manuscripts equal lo trade 
standards in an average of 
three months-a third Ihs 
usual time. Our speolal Im- 
prinls. Exposition-Univaraily 
(scholarly), Banner (trade). 
Lochlnvar (Americana). T&a- 
ment (ralIglous). are resewad 
for deserving works In lheir 
sapwale fields. We olfar a 
complete publishing s~rvlce in- 
cludlng edilorlal supsrvislon. 
a dynamic advwtlslng,, dwai- 
keting and promotional pm- 
gram and bade dlslrlbution. 
lnqulrlss are lnvlbd; edilorlal 
repolls fumlshed wlthout obli- 
gallon. 

FREE: Two fact-flllad bm- 
chums containing a dehllad 
dewtptlon of our publlshlng 
plan and presenting a bmak- 
down of mntracl tmm end 
typIcal oollts. 

IN BRIEF 
TRUE ROMANCE Emnes to the Canadian 
Arctic. Randall Tait, wealthy young ar- 
tist, journeys to a remote Eskimo 
settlement, there to paint the true North 
strong and free. Reluctantly embroiled 
in rhecommunity’scomlicts, besuffers 
privation and disillusionment before 
finally maturing a new understanding 
and love for The Land Beyond 
(Nelson, Foster & Scott, $8.95). Evi- 
dent in David Keenleyside’s novel is 
his concern for thefateofthe Arctic and 
its people. He succeeds in raising many 
of the important ethical issues involved 
in the white man’s attempts to 
“civilize” the Eskimo. But what 
Keenleyside has not managed to do is 
create a good story. Out of a prose as 
bleak as the landscape, he constructs 
characters and dialogue chat would 
sound embarrassing on a soap opera: 
“Oh, Randall, love me. Love me!” 
Regrettably, all that manages to survive 
the fiction is a vague bur lingering sense 
of the land itself. Perhaps it is just that’ 
peculiarly Canadian sense of frustra- 
tion evoked by all those claustrophobic 
thoughts of cold and ice, the experience 
that comes of having survived a winter 
confinement in a land of limitless 
sp.ace. 

JOHN BURRY 

THB Canadian Essay and L.itwarure 
Indcr 1973 (U ofT Press, $27.50) pro- 
vides an index to essays, book reviews, 
poems, plays, and,short stories pub- 
lished in 91 +mthologies and 38 maga- 
zines in Canada during 1973. The aim 
of editors Andrew Armitage sqd Nancy 
Tudor has been to concenhate on books 
issued by small publishers and 
magazines that are not already indexed 
in the Canadian Periodicals Index, 
altbough some works from larger pub 
lishing houses are also included. Thus 
the books range from Modern Fiscal 
Issues: Essays in Honow of Carl S. 
Shoup (U of T Ptw) to An Anrhology 
of Poetry by Saskaroon Poets (Saska- 
toon Gallery and Conservatory Corp.) 
while the periodical section encom- 
uasscs theAnrinonisir Review and Three 
&nr Pulp L F the eager reseamher 
plunges, looking for his own name, 
there is an initial impression of confu- 
sion. Going back. however, to where 
he should have started, the introductory 
section “How to use this index,” he 

discovers that the index is divided into 
five parts, each representing a gem. 
and that authors, tides.‘and subjects 
(with first lines for poems) are all in- 
cluded in one alphabetical sequence. 
The entries conform to standard IibFary 
practice. The subject headings for the 
poems and short stories provide inter- 
esting indication of Canadian sen- 
sibilities during 1973. Three poems are 
listed under “natural ~tbeology” and 
one under “Jack the Ripper.” Such 
unlikely subjects as “Moving, house’ 
hold” and “Anatomy. artistic” appear 
togethg with the standard “be” and 
“Salmon fishing.” Any work that 
facilitates the finding of specific articles 
by author, title, and subject is useful 
and to be welcomed. This one appears 
to be compiled with accuracy and some 
inclusiveness. Subject headings for 
poems and short stories do, however, 
seem to cw the principles of librar- 
ianship rather far. Would anyone really 
look for Sinclair Ross’s “The Lamp 
at Noon” under “Dust Storms”? 

RlC”ARD LANDON 

JOHN CRAIG’S latest, The Clearing 
(Longman, $6.95 cloth) is another 
book about maturation. the relationship 
of the boy, the youth. and the man to hi 
“foster parents” the Hendrens. They 
live in poverty and simplicity on the 
still-primeval north shore of the lake 
where the boy’s parents have a cottage 
on the other side. Why do they live in 
the wilds at subsistence level? The boy 
doesn’t wonder about it much, but the ... 
youth learns that it is because they are 
expiating their sin. They met while 
Howard Hendren was visiting an army 
buddy who had been badly wounded 
and had to be hospitalized permanently 
- Millie’s husband. And though they 
“fought against it with all their 
strengths and &ills.” they fell in love. 
Since they had to be together, they also 
had to cut themselves off completely 
from the world of rhe conventional val- 
ues they both believed in. The youth 
accfdentally meets the only girl he ever 
wanted to dance with (but was too at- 
raid 10 as 1, ), Judy Johnson. 04 God,. 
Judy Johnson?They fall in love, decide 
*O many after he does his stint in the 
army. And guess what? While he’s 
away she falls hopelessly in love and 
marries someone else. So much for the 
plot. The situation might possibly have 
somq impact, but Craig relies entirely 
on this to get his response. And that’s 
just melodrama. His sentences are 
often appallingly clichdd. and at other 
times so stark (like the woods. get it?) , 
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!% denotes Canadian aUhor or s book 
ot par6cularinle~lloCanadians. 

3% THE FLEUR-DE-LYS 
AFFAIR 

by Hal Roes 
A one million dollar ktdnapplng. e twenty 
million dollar jswel theft, booby traps. 
termdsm.double-wosplngs--all the 
ingredients necesssryforsbtranesnd 
gnpping sqense novel about the FLC’s 
plantommknea jewel thenwith thelnvasion 
of a suburban Montreal home. A 
super-chs ed sdventure story of the 
undewori 2 andpolitlqsalnMontreal. 37.85 

by Ted Ferguson 
TsdFergusonsxposes&hhameIulepisodein 

CalladdS ,gast.thestory o!theKomyta 
Matuincl ent-atrtghtenu!gslo~o rsmsl 
preJurlice tilch occurred in Vsncovvertn 
1914.FromtbebeginnlngoflheKomegete 
Mmu’s vcyege fmm Indla’e Punjab to 
trenepolt P group of Slkhs to Canada’s West 
Coast tothe decaying steemef9 humilielln 
retreet end the bloodletting on both sides o? 
the Peckic. thisisatele that all Cenediens 
should read and reflect on. 4 pages of 
photographs. 3a99 

&~T~ERE’S A LOT OF IT 
GOING AROUND 

~~~~Pet.¶rW*an6y 
Eric Nicol exemines the hezerds of everyday 
Wing in e series ot lighthearted encounten 
guefe~~togivefmw~kltothebest 

to sunwe our ttmee. From the kitchen 

new suit), to hllsrlous experiences with 
liberatedwomen. ssxchangeoperstionsand 
polar ice cubes, hazard! await the author at 
evmy turn. 14 Iin? drswmgs. 87.95 

B THE DISPOSAL OF 
LIBERTYAND OTHER 
INDUSTRIAL WASTES 

by Edgar 2. Fdedenberg 
An exa~lnation of the many waysin which 
the democratic cammitment to equ%ty hes 
backlired, with distressing results on the 
entke Iebdcol sodety. Equelity, Mr. 
Fdedenberg wdtes. bee come,b mea” 
equeli 
led, In !J 

~eeonomicopportun~~.Thls has 
IS new, to BxploWion. desbuctlve 

competition. the dse of resentment and the 
destruction of liberty. Mr. Fdedenbmg. nave 
Professoral Delltoueie Univemi 

? 
wiles with 

nilend eleg~nceend hlsbookis wndtostlr 
;;;;wemy m the press and politlce. 

88.95 

d Doubleday Canada Limited 105 3on.d Street, Toronto, Ontario M5B lY3 

J. George Strachan 

ALCOHOLISM: Treatable Illness PRACTICAL ALCOHOLISM PROGRAMMING 
Here is a vital new contributiin to the problem of aC North America’s seven milllori alcoholics remain society’s 
coholism and Its treatment. It is presented In thoroughly most neglected people. It is frightening that euen today 
practicable and modern terms and deals with the problem the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that a chronic alcoholic can 
of alcoholics. their families, and all those who meet and be convicted and jalled for drunkenness. 
treat this serious ailment of our sodsty. This second work on the pmblsms or aloohollsm, is the 

CompulsiVe drinking Is treakd by Straohan as an illness first truly deffnltivs work on programming policies. Its 
rather than oriminall,ty. A book such as the present one “how-to-do” approach and the eklensive detail of counsel 
makes a significant contfibutlon to informlng patients, their are drawn from the author’s wide personal experience. 
famllles, professional contacts and society of the serious- All who deal dlrootly or indirectly, professionally or 00 
ness of the problem. cupationally with alcoholism will find this book lnuafusbls 

There Is soant llterature on the subject. and t!Iis book as a guide and a reference work. 
contributes a valuable message. 420 pagss, hard oovsr, 812.50 

290 pages, hard oousr, $8.50 

RECOWERY FROM ALCOHOLISM 
From experience, not lheoty . . George Strachan. himself an alcoholic has achleued many years of totaf 
sobriety. He extends his message of encouragement, hope and practical guldanoe to others. 

This book is a condensation of previous’ writings. It appllas directly to the needs of thoss who themselves 
have exoedenoe with a destructive liauor dependency. Designed lo be ussd individually by the reader. ltwill as 
well beiound useful in group stody and discussions s6 often%uxe$sful in helping toward happy, normal Ilving. 

127 pages, soft cousr. 84.25 

. SAANNES Publications biImit@d BOX 6209 WI-A OTO~O~~O MOW 1~6 
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BRING ON THE EMPTY HORSES 
Devld Nfven leulhor of The Moon% a Ballocn) 
David Nlven sends “p another bestselllng balloon 
in this rwccus, ribsld blrd’s-eye view cfthe golden 
days cf Hollywood, from the shimmerlng scphls- 
tlcalion cf Ihe thirties tc the gaudy Innocence of 
the early days of teleJision - and beyond. He 
turns a dazzling spctlibht on the private lives of 
such public lumlnarles as Gable. Garbo. Rcgnrt. 
Chapbn. Flynn, Astalre, W. R. Hearst, Goldwyn and 
a host of others. 
Illustrated wilh scores cd “snap-shots” from hls 
priceless private collectlon. Rocks For Evelybcdy 
SelectIon. 
September 811.75 

THE GREATEST STAR 
Rena Jordan 
Barbara Streisand is mere than a 8u wstar. She Is 
a phenomenon. She Is elther love dp or hated, but 
never ignored. New, through candid IntervIews with 
her early Frlends as well as with those who charted 
her feverish rise to fame, Rene Jordan unravels the 
web of Fact and fallacy surrcundlng the Barbara 
Streisand m stlque. IllustratPd. Books For Every- 
body S.lec&i. I 
October . $9.50 

A RENDEZVOUS WITH DESTINYzThe Rcosevelts 
OF Vie Whife Hcuss 
Efllcfl Rooseveff and James BrouSh 
A book as Fascinatln 

$ 
as It Is hlstorlcally slgnlfl- 

cant. Elllotl Rooseve t, the so” closest to FDR 
during World War II. continues the intimate ac- 
count of his parents begun in An Untold Sfcry as 
he writes of the Rccswelt White House yearn. An 
Irresistible, detailed account of the personal life 
and public concerns of the thlrty-seccnd president 
nhose dream of leaving a legacy of peace was 
defeated by his own albes. Illustrated with phcto- 
graphs. 
October 81g.50 

THE PH!LOSOPHY OF ANDY WARHOL 
(From A to B and Back A9aln) 
Andy Werfmf 
Here is Andy cn grcwlng up Czechcslcvak, feel- 
Ing left out, hls rcomates. his tint “scene.” his 
first superstar, sex and ncstnlgla, keeping your 
locks, fans and fanatlcs, ml business vs. business 
aft. art as junk, hls early films. Elizabeth Taylor, 
continental Intermarriage, and buying friends. 
September $8.50 

THE SISTERS 
Anne Lambfcn 
Two internatlonal beauties -one the widow OF an 
American pcllllclan snd an lnlernational magnate, 
the other, the unwilling end unfaithful wife of a 
nobleman r come lltteringly to life In thls nc- 
holds-barred ncvel c life at the top. s 
Brftlah-baa d Anne Lambton Is a member of the 

“r, let set and frltes about and kncws well the real- 
life perscnages whose llves are reflected In The 
Slsfera. The secrets of these gilded Few have been 
unlocked by a writer who holds a lifetlme key tc 
them. 
Octcber $9.50 

THE TOMORROW FILE 
Lawrence Senders (m.Mfmr cF The FM Deadly Sin) 
Tomorrow’s world ccntalns the first political drug, 
known as the Ultimate Pleasure pill,. . . televised 
sex inst!uctlon . . . genetlc mtlngs . . . a doll that 
dies. It Is a world wllh mom for Nicholas Bennlng- 
ten Flak. a doctor who dreams cf a government 
run by scientists, a brilliant yet damned young 
man who will “se snyihlng or anyone I? his rise 
to the top. 
September * $11.75 

b& LONGMANCANADA LTD. a_ “A 55 AarberGrecne Road.@onMillr.Onl. 

Avelfabfa Fmm your local Booksfore 
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that they read like classified ads. The 
theme is, of course, creation (“a kind 
of Genesis"). and again of course, sur- 
vival. and it NIX through the book like 
bahti beans through the body and hss 
about the sameeffect. 

,EAN E. MELUSKY 

ONE OF McClelland & Stewart’s at- 
tempts to reach the summer-cottager 
and subway-rider market is The Battle 
of So11 Bucket Beach ($8.95), am 
arch-Canadian bit of fluff by Ian Mac- 
Neill. An experienced media man. 
MacNeill here makes his first run at the 
genre. Freighted with “grabbers” like 
a kidnapped prime minister and a her- 
sey American lady who enioys jockey- 
ing for position, it includes a host of 
Maritime “characters” who owe quite 
a bit to Whisky Galore and the 
COrry ofl ga”g. The a”thOr. OT dM 
his molher. calls it “bawdy,” though 
to this reviewer it vacillates between 
Richard Rohmer without the point and 
Harlequin Romances with a dash of 
Robert Kmetsch. Characters appear 
quite well-flattened and its plot treads 
water warily enough for it to be put 
down and picked up frequently without 
any sense of regret. It really won’t mat- 
ter if you leave it unfinished at the cot- 
tage or you find yourself having to get 
offatBloorStme.t. There’snodoubtthe 
country needs this Eiind of farm-team 
literature to add depth (or rather 
money) to its peculiar publiihing pm- 
gram and it might even lead to an intel- 
ligent readership. That M&S should be 
trying to fill that gap, while ignoring the 
development of young titers, is put- 
ting the beat light on their mason for 
publishing Salt Bucket Beach. 

Ps 

NoTRS& 
COMMENTS 
ONE WAY TO put the present state of the 
Canadian publishing industry in some 
sort of perspective is to glance at the 
immints muresented in this issue. Tbev 
range from McClelland & Stewart ti 
Pile of Bones Publishing Co., from 
Doubleday to Golden Dog Press. 
Clearly, it is no longer enough simply 
to distinguish between Canadian and 
branch-plant publishers or between the 
Canadian Book Publishers’ Council 
(the majors) and the Independent Pub- 
lishers Association (the minors, with 
some overlaps). It might be mqre mean- 
ingful to rank the industry in a five-tier 

I 

dmhy: bii pressS. sdl P=s=. 
;maUer press&; basement presses, and 
ranity presses. And having done that, 
he question is which tic or tiers should 
nest concern Canadian readem mid-’ 
way through the 1970s. 

At tbis stage the big presses must be 
,& to work out their own destinies. 
Presumably the branch plants will be 
uwnd arlong as the law allows them 
o be and there is a buck to be made in 
his market. The bii Canadian houses 
lave now received all the financial help 
rrom the public purse tha! they ate 
likely to get - and. indeed, all that 
they deserve.. Whether they sink. 
merge, or swim from here on will de 
pend on dtejr editorial judgment and 
their business acumen, both dubious 
factors in some instances.’ 

The basement and vanity presw are 
a different man&. They come and go 
like fireflies. each burning up tiny 
quantities of the limited public and pri- 
vatercsources available forpublishing. . 
The latest edition of Canddian Books in 
Print lists 656 active book-publishing 
entities in Canada and the-editor has 
addresses for some 400 more that ate 
presumed dead or dormant. It’s a safe 
bet that a further 100 or so have hatched. 
since that edition appeared. Such pm- 
liferation in a country thii size is 
ridiculous and wasteful. But given 
cheap printing technology and the 

also inevitable. Let them ce. 
That leaves the small and smaller 

presses, most but not all qf which am 
members of the IPA. (The distinction 
between small and smaller presses is 
roughly the distinction between active 
and associate membership in the IPA; 
active members must have at least 10 
books i,” prim and an ongoing program 
of at least four new title3 a year.) These 
are the publishing enterprises that in the 
past IO years have done most to create 
and sustain what now can fairiy be cal- 
led a renaissance in Canadian litera- 
ture. 

Unfortunately, these are also the en- 
terprises that are most vulnerable to 
periodic economic recessions and to the 

abroad. Consequently mat;y noware in 
trouble. Paul Stuewe reports on the 
plight of Vancouver’s Sono Nis Press 
elsewhere in this issue (see page IO). 
And as we go to press another West 
Coast publisher, Talonbooks, has re 
ceived an emergency one-time grant of 
$22,000 from the \British Columbia 
government in order to stay in business. 

What can be done? Small-press pub- 
lisher James Lorimer presents a 
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definitive analysis of the. situation in the 
July-August issue of This Mogazinc. 
He concludes: “To mrerse the rapid 
downward spiral of Canadian publish- 
ing - and fo reverse the federal 
government’s current publishing policy 
from a continentalist to a nationalist 
one - would lake a comprehensive 
package of legislative measures to reg- 
ulare various aspects of publishing and 
disnibhtion.” Imimer argues that tbe 
Canadian publishing industry should be 
regulated and pmtected by a federal 
agency in much the same way as the 
Canadian broadcasting indusky is regu- 
lated and protected by the Canadian 
Radio-Television ‘Commission. And 
for the same reasons. 

We tend to agree-with one major 
reservation. Because of the limited 
channels of diskibution, the bmadcat- 
ing indushy has been regulated since its 
binh. The enterprises that came under 
the CRTC’s protection ivere aheady in 
reasonably sound financial shape. Such 
is not the case in uublisbine and anv 

wrt some Gonihng decisions. Should 
it continue Lo prolecc and, in effect. 
subsidize quality at the expense of bus- 
iness efficiency? Conversely, should 
efficiently produced trash enjoy the 
same protection just because it’s, 
IOO-per-cent Canadian? Who would 
determine whaf is quality and what is 
trash? Using what criteria? 

We don’t know the answers 10 thqse 
questions, and we’re pretty sure 
Lmimer doesn’t either. But the lessons 
we’ve learned from broadcasting make 
it obvious that in any creative en- 
deavour nationalism by itself is not 
enough. There must also be either ex- 
cellence or financial intelligence-and 
preferably both. On that count % are 
a number of small and smaller presses 
that should close down Iomormw. To 
keep them artificially alive is a form of 
Cultural cruelty we can ill afford. 

* * * 

wnri mls IssuB we welcome Peter 
Such to our masthead as the new Man- 
aging Editor. Peter is the former Editor 
of Impulse and the author of the criti- 
tally acclaimed 1973 novel Riverrun. 
Currently he is also co-ordinadng a 
Canadian Smdies program 81 York 
University and working on two more 
novels. He replaces Sandra Martin, 
who resigned ti cursue a more active 
career as a wrher. 
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LETTEHSTO 
THEEDITOR 
CO-OP WITH A POINT 

sir 
Foroler Freml’s re.view of David French’s One 
Crack Our in the Augurt issue of B& in 
Canada f&d m mention *a dw play has been 
published in rerlp, form by Ihe Playmighls Co. 
OP. 

‘Ibe Co-op also published Fnnch’r eadiu 
Lawin&! Home aod Ofthe Fiehis. LmcIy prior to 
*cirpapsbaelrp”tJiir&c.rl by New press. I” ,ile 
care of Fief&, our script venim cireolaPd for 
wuayearuntil NewFmsrlssuediuedhion.Tbe 
Cwp is Ulmefore judfiably #mud of hs eon- 
u’ibulion ID Canadian publllhcrs (over 30 oFour 
.,ides have been publllhed by Ouler p~sa) by 
keeping plays alive and main.9 a marka for 
subsquempaputackeditim,s. 

Our am,ribUtion u) David French’s ,hea,rr 
cueu u well as ,ba Of 100 nhu playwlgb,s 
whose scdprr m have published horn prcdw 
tions a, we, 3S ,hemxu besides Tarragon should 
also not be igncmd. 

Anun Wagner 
Diamaiurgc 

Playwr@s Cc-q. 

‘. 
TO,M,O 

scEooLs WITH AN “S” 
Sk 
Wilh ward 10 ,he review of Robe,, Swmv’s new 

I would like pain, ou,~ lha, du come, tide is: 
AbourSchwlr (ti,b a,*‘~“): Whar Every Cm- 
dianPmemShddKmw, md lrisavailablemdy 
inqualbypaperback PI $6.95. 

l%esc changes are very recen, developmems 
andIamadviringpuoflhemjus,forUlerreord. 

Maim A. S,uPmick 
NewPmss 

TOIUWO 

DAIJLT WITH A BIAS 
SiE 
No,cwycme will agreethatLeon;vdHutiiamn 
is a fine Cuw.dkm lnls, and II wea, primmaker 
wmby of hating his work callead and repro- 
dused in book fom~ 

And no, ev&yom will - ,hw repmema- 
donal Canadian M has any gxa, merit for Cana- 
dim& 

And ,!a, eve,y~ne will agixe ,hm there is or 
should be a lage body d **peopIe*s %I” in 
CUXVJU 

Howeva. a wry lqe and gmwis numbm of 
people do agree whb some or all of thcac p&u. 
But one of the people who can nlmosl surely be 
counud m n dlla9ree wilh all of lhac poinlr ir 
Gary Michael Dault. 

llm,‘s why I think it wa wrmg 10 have Dull 
review Lamed Hu.%mon. Pmples AnisI (In 
Brief. July issue). 

A Ia of people who am. inleresled in 
HulehiMan’s wmk awl many mme who don’t 
know Iiv,chinsonwmdd bein,eres,ed lorzadofr 
wlleclion of wwdcul landwapes and pmvsilr 
fmm dx 1930s. BUI ,hr, inwesl would be u6 
likely 10 swviv.e Dmdl’s one-sided zwiew. 

I diame&lly opbooed m repraemadonal 

Canadianan--yld,hais whyhemurrscomand 
scoff so Ihcmu9hly.a~ ,hir w&k. 

Dad, has same valid cddclsmr whii we ap- 
prrcinte and dxse will be usdul wilh law “urn- 
be,sindxwdes.Baasihcrcricspmgpzsses,I~ 
hope B& in Camda will lake inm accam the 
diehDtomyof,heCMsdianrnrsmcwhenrel~- 
iy revlewrs. 

Gre.9 Kelby 
I NCFress 

rommo 

i!Uii~Nopr 
SOME PEOPLE arrange their books by 
subject, others by author. But we have 
a friend who rej6cts these tmdidonal 
notions. She mates her books. Thus on 
h&r shelves Paul Martin Speaks fir 
Canada stands next 10 ‘Who Has Secti 
the Wind by W.O. Mitch&, Donald 
Jack’s It’s Me Again .leans against 
Columbo’s Canadian Quotations. The 
usual prize (see below) is offered for 
orha appropriate pairings. Send entries 
f : CanWit No. 4, Books in Cana& 
8 5 I Yonge Street, Suite 23, Toronto 
M4Y lY4. The dealineis Oct. 31. 

RESULTS OF CANWIT NO. 2 
READERS WERE asked to contribute 
hypothedcal tides from the Canadian 
best-seller list of 1980. There were sev- 
eral duplications, all variations on 
Afer I ~Vas Seventy by Admiral of the 
Fleet, Lmd Thomson. The winncx was 
Patrick O&r of Toronto. He receives 
a copy of the award-winning art book 
John Fillion by Dorothy Cameron and 
John Reeves (Matlet Press, $19.50) 
for these three entries: 

ExLaxpermion. by Richard 
Rohmer. 

. 

Why Quebec Wants Jhxk In. by 
RenC IKvesque. 

Peter Gwwski’s Book About Peter 
Gwwski’s Book About This Country in 
the Morning, by Peter Gzowski. 

Honourable mentions: 

. The Grear. Great Canadian Novel. 
by Harry Boyle. 

-Tom T0nner. HaEfu 

Les Miserables, by Dr. Henry Mar- 
gantakr. 

-Lee Leiblk. Vanccwer 

Hug: Margaret Trudeau in Power. 
by Walter Stewart. 

- Baq Baldtin, Calgary 

The Gay Moose: An Irreverent Look 
(li I9lh-Cenmry Cmadian P&y, 
edited by Irving Layton. 

- Keilh Gaebian, Dnllani ded 
Gmwau. Que. 

The Lost Spike Colouring Book. by 
Pierre Berton. 

-Go&m Black. Tomato 
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F@R EVER~I-IIMJ MILITAiUA 

Rese and many other titles available at $4.50 each. All 
ith many colour illustrations. 

ARLY WAR PHOTOGRApwS 
y Put Hodgson 
splendid collection of photographs of the wars of the 

neteenth century. Each photograph is described, with in- 
~rmation about the subject and where it wasfirst published. 
superb hismry of photogmphy and man’s ability to cdm- 
,unicate his most intense experiences. Cloth $13.95 

WATEl&O<p 
by Commandant Henry Luchouque \ 
This superbly illustra~d large format book (11% X Id%) 
deals with this famous battle in a visual way. The. double 
page full colour spreads, many never before publish@. 
panoramically bring td life the great charges of the British 
and French cavalry. Cloth $21.50 

THE AftMom OIF IIMIPERPAL ROMJI 
by H. Russell Robinson 

Over 500 photographs and_ IO0 drawin-@ illustrate the 
evolution of the armour of Rome. The author has drawn 
information from the niuseums and latest excavatiogs all 
over Europe. Cloth $26.95’ 

AVAILABLE PROM ALL GOOD BOOK STORES 

EWR’IW?,§6 PtfBLKAT’HONS DIW. 
P.O. Box 241, 
Stoney Creek, Ontario, Canada L3G 3x9 
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TAB LICRTHOUSE 
Dudley W’Ztney 
More than 300 photographs evoke the 
drama, mmentic history, and unique 
yehitecture of struchues that guide men 

I 
and ships on the sea. $27.50 

HOLLYWOOD’S CANADA 

I The Americanization of the 
National Image 
Pierre Berron 
For seven decades the moguls end the 
movies they made almost convinced us 
that Canada indeed wes a lend of ice, 
snow, Mount& mountains end even the 

’ odd Texas Rcmgec From the author of 

I 
The Last Spike and The National Dream. 

$13.95 

II LUTIAPIK 
The Little One Who Cares 

II 
Betty Lee 
lhe incredible story of a modem day 
nurse in Arctic Canada uo.op 

I Ody Fadey Mowat CM weeve the time- 
less magic, mystery and adventure of life 
with the Canadian Bskimo. A major new 
book from the author of A Whale for the 

\ Icii. $8.95 

STORM SIGNALS 
wazter Cordon 
The eminent former fmance minister 
covers the broad spectrum of public 
policy imperatives for Canadian survival 
and prosperity. $7.95 $3.95 Qa. 

SURRENDER OF TRB NORTE 
The Mcckenzie Pipeline 

’ Edgar J. Dosman 
The frlctr and realities that contradict the 
ckxims of the Canadian government in e 
matter of major importance. $4.95 ZM. 

I 
BOW CANADA GOT ITS CAPITAL 
Nadja Corkurn 
IIZustmtions by Emma Hesse 
An ZmegbWiVe, fresh look at the develop 
ment of the nation’s capitel. ‘$4.95 pa. 

COMMON WEEDS OF CANADA 
Gcvaid AfuZZiSen 
The fulkolour, deftitive, illustr&ed 
compendium of camnon weeds in 
Canada. $4.95 

PERSIA 
v 

Bridge of Turquoise 
RoZof/Beny 
This megnifrcent volume captures the 
country thmugb its seasons in the cles& 
portraits of an internationally acclaimed 
photographer. $45.00 

TEE CANADIAN ESTABLISEMBNT 
VOL I 
Peter c. Newman 
Peter C. Newmen writes about the 
smeu. self+erpehaing gm”P of over 500 
who form tbZa country’s non-elected 

‘SovEmment. $14.95 

THE DARKENING FIRB 
Selected Poems. 1945-1968 
Irulng Layton ’ 
$4.95 pa $7.95 

WILL GORDON SIN&AIR I 
PLBASB SIT DOWN 
Cordon SincZaZr 
Causda’s most gem&us veteran of the 
medie reminisces about people and places 
be’s knoivn, hated #ad loved, around the 
world end back @in. $8.95 

Tati GRBAT CANADIAN BEER BOOK 
Gerry LamZwt and Gerald Donaldson 

‘A W-bodied flo 
photos, cool facts x 

of light and lively 
d smooth satisfying 

fables-a fmt class brouhaha of Canadian 
beerlore through the ages. $6.95 pa. 

EXODUhlX. 
Richard Rohmer 
From the beeWIling author of Ultbnetum 
end Exxoneration, another blockbuster, 
fidl of intemational intrigue and global 
tension. $10.00 

‘VIRGINS MD VAMPIRES 
Joe Roxenbhtt 
Poet/artist Joe RosenbMt’s poems end 
drawinga alternate between the refresh- 
WY n&y, and the dovmrigbt funny. 

$4.50 pa. 
GHOSTS; PIRATES, AND 
TREASUBBTROVB 
The Phantoms tbrt Haunt New Brunswick 

‘Stuart Trueman ’ 
The Headless Nun, the hidden treasuu~c of 
Captain Kidd and who guards it, the 
Flaming Squaw, the Dungalvoll Whoc.per, 

. and many others. 87.95 
’ IMMIGRANT CHILDREN IN Ii CANADIANSCHOOLS MAKING A KILLING 

H 
,IZary Ashworth Bmest ReSehr 
The fmt serious, lag&ale study of its 
kind in over half a century probes ti 

An alarmii book that exunines Canada 
es an armaments salesman to the world 

crucial aspect of education. , $4.25 and the origins of that role. $2.95 pa. 

AssyRIAN SCULPTURE 
R.D. Burnett and AmZeto LorenzZni 
This ma&icent art book presents ti- 
viving works of * priceless altjstic VY. 

40.0 

WESTERN SHORBS 
Cmnda’s Padfic Coast 
Ted Spiegel 
Ted Spiegel explores the magic and 
majesty of B.C.% w&em, forests, cities 
end plopI& $22.5, 

l¶E BATTLE FOR 
SALTBUCRET BEACH 
Ian MaelVeZZZ 
A big, bawdy, comic noveLtIM sets new 
bighe in hilarity es big bt&ness meets e 
small MaritZn?es community. 88.9. 

IT’S ALL FRSB-ON THE OUTSIDE 
Ann Henrv 
The garish, t&shy, sieppedup world of 
sideshows and carnivals against the back- 
drop of Depression years on the pmbies. 

$8.9. 

MIND IN TBB WATBBS 
Joan ibfacrngn 
This bo$ brings-together a wealth of 
il$M&c~~sbngs and whale he 

. $6.95 P‘ 

TEE PARLOUR RBBELLION ! 
100 Years of stmgge for 
Women’@ Rights 
@tbeZ Bassett 
The unsung heroines of Caneda’s early 
fgbt for women’s rights receive due 
attention in this biographical cbmnicle ol 
counge and determination. SlO.OZ 

CBLBBRATB THIS CITY 
Joan Finn&m &Frank Johnson 
A beautiful visual portrait of a 300~year 
old Canadieu city-Kingston. $16.9. 

TOMMY DOUGLAS 
Do& Shackleton 
A masterful end superbly human por- 
tmyd of the NDP’s beloved former 
leader. , $12.5~ 

LJSTBN TO TRB OLD MOTRER 
Helene Rosenthd 
Poe? fashioned wi_th elegant lyricii 
,illmnati~~dvaned and subtle work- 

$3.95 p 

~lW~u~;OOKABURRA GOT 

Aviva Layton 
RZwtnrtions bv’Robert Smith 
A simply delightful story that has rdl ihe 

of e folktele. $4.9. 
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